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2ABSTRACT
A new procedure has been developed for rapid and accurate long range
fuel management studies. A computer program, FLAC, was written employing
this new procedure. The program has been verified and qualified for use
on large, commercial, nuclear reactors. Sensitivity studies have been
performed to determine the best methods for use of the program.
The procedure is derived from the FLARE model of nodal coupling. The
nodal equations are combined and averaged over regions to generate coupled
equations on a region-wise basis. This set of coupled equations and its
corresponding eigenvalue is solved to determine the relative region fission
sharings and the core average k ef.
The FLAC program automatically performs the cycle depletions and has
the capability of determining (1) cycle burnup, (2) end of cycle keff or
(3) the required feed enrichment. Up to 20 sequential cycles or equilibrium
cycle calculations can be performed. A significant number of options have
been included in the program for easy utilization without requiring detailed
knowledge of future cores. For example, the program can generate data
pertinent to either a ring interior or a checkerboard interior assembly
arrangement. The ability to use basic loading pattern data is a significant
improvement over the currently used weighted k procedures. And the ability
to automatically generate the loading pattern data provides for an ease of
usage unattainable with multi-dimensional calculations. Thus the FLAC
program allows one to do detailed fuel management studies with a simplicity
of input preparation.
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Nuclear fuel management is one of the major responsibilities of a
utility with nuclear power plants. The objective is to obtain the maximum
utilization of the fuel while meeting scheduling and safety constraints.
There are currently a number of computational tools that are used in this
area, ranging from the trivial (5,7,8,12) to the complicated (3,11).
However, the trivial require significant normalization and the complicated
are very costly and time-consuming. Therefore, a computer program has
been developed embodying the benefits of both the trivial and the
complicated tools.
The model as developed makes use of the FLARE (4) equations on a
regionwise basis. Thus it keeps the regionwise data of the trivial codes
but solves for the keff and power distribution like the complicated codes.
A computer code, FLAC, has been written by using the model as
described in this report. The program incorporates many options and
automated input preparation to enable it to be easily used. It has been
thoroughly tested, verified and qualified. Its usefulness has been
demonstrated with numerous studies which can be done quickly and easily.
The main thrust of this development has been the modeling of
pressurized water reactor cores and all the test cases on the computer
program have been with PWR's. However, it is felt that these methods
could be extended to boiling water reactors, but it is left for future
work.
91.1 Background
Currently there are many ways for doing long range fuel management
varying from the trivial to the very difficult and complex. The FLAC
program has been developed to lie between the simple methods and the
difficult and time consuming methods.
The simple methods (5,7,8,12) are based on variations of the general
formula:
N N
k = f w f(k ) w (1.1)
av
where
k is the core average k,
av.
N is the number of regions
k. is the region average k and is a function of burnup and
enrichment
w. is a weight for region i
f(.) is a general function which has an inverse f~1()
The simple linear reactivity model assumes that f(k) = k and that
w. = n., the number of assemblies in region i. Other models use a linear
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reactivity model but use a weighting function equal to the region power
times the number of assemblies.
The big drawback to all of these simple methods is the need to know
the region-wise power sharings to perform the calculation. Even if the
weight functions do not include the power, it is still required to determine
the end of cycle region-wise burnups. Thus significant engineering
judgement is required or an equivalent multi-dimensional calculation.
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This greatly increases the difficulty of use, especially for novel
problems. Procedures of fitting the power sharings to various parameters
have been tried, but these at best yield only a first approximation to the
actual values. There is too much coupling in the core to adequately
determine the power sharings with a simple fit. Also, the simple
calculations can not properly factor in radial core leakage.
There are a variety of complicated methods for long range fuel
management (3,11), but they all require dimensional depletion calculations.
To do these depletions, loading patterns are required for each cycle.
Therefore, in addition to the large computer expenditure, a considerable
amount of man-time is required to setup these models and to find suitable
loading patterns. These models usually give accurate results, but
unfortunately reality seldom follows the desired path. Due to some
circumstance such as plant maintenance and/or operating requirements,
the actual fuel management scheme can not be followed as planned. Then
all the fuel management work is in error because a base point has now been
changed. Therefore, although it is possible to accurately predict core
behavior for a number of cycles, it is very costly and quite likely to be
invalidated by uncontrollable events. Therefore, there is little incentive
to perform these detailed calculations.
1.2 Summary
The FLAC computer program has been written to provide a long range
fuel management tool which generates results of the desired accuracy with
a minimum of effort and cost. This report describes the model, the
verification, the method of use and provides information about the computer
program.
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Chapter 2 describes the basic model used in FLAC as well as the many
options available in the program. These options include automated
generation of the fuel shuffling data from cycle to cycle and the edge
correspondence between regions for either a ring or a checkerboard loading
pattern. Also discussed is the interpolation scheme, the matrix solution
procedure and the various iterative search procedures employed by the
program.
The third chapter discusses the verification and qualification of the
computer code and the sensitivity to the important input parameters. The
verification demonstrates that the code has been properly programmed as
specified in the model. The qualification shows that the program is
applicable for long range fuel management studies for large PWR cores.
The results of sensitivity analysis can be used to determine the importance
of the various input parameters as an aid in deciding how much effort should
be put into input generation.
Chapter 4 presents the recommended method of use of the FLAC computer
program based on the previous qualification and sensitivity analyses. The
method is described and the anticipated accuracy is defined. The conclusions
of the study are also given along with many ideas for future work.
There are two appendices to this report, the first is a user's manual
for the FLAC program and the second is a listing of the program. The
user's manual includes a detailed input description and a discussion of the
output edits. Sample input and output listings are given as an aid to
understanding. Also included is a section giving programmer's information
which includes descriptions of the various variables and the subroutines in
the program.
As an aid to understanding this report a table of nomenclature has been





a Average albedo for an assembly
BOC Beginning of cycle
BP Burnable poison
Bu Burnup
BWR Boiling water reactor
EFPH Effective full power hours
EOC End of cycle
E: Initial enrichment
F H Hot channel peaking factor
GWD/MTM Giga-wall days per metric ton metal
K Energy release per fission
k Core effective k
k Infinite core k
Fundamental eigenvalue
MWD/MTM Megawatt days per metric ton metal
n Number of edges between regions
N Number of regions or number of assemblies
v Neutrons produced per fission
O Over-relaxation parameter
PWR Pressurized water reactor
S Fission Source
Z fMacroscopic fission cross section
W The probability that a neutron produced in one assembly
will be absorbed




FLAC is a computer program which is based on very simple, fundamental
assumptions. As such, it is very easy to comprehend the analytical model
underlying the program. However, in order to make FLAC a very useful
program, many different conveniences were built into the code. These
include various interpolation schemes, search procedures and input
generation. The basic models and assumptions underlying all of these
aspects are presented in this section.
2.1 Neutronics Model
Starting with the basic FLARE (4) equation:
k .
ES W.
S= m M mi (2.1)
j k .
Si
where S. = rate of production of fission energy neutrons at node;
J
where each node is one fuel assembly
W = probability that a neutron born at node m will ultimately
m
be absorbed at node j
k . = k at node j including xenon and axial affects
X = fundamental eigenvalue
Also, we know that:
(2.2)W. EW. - m' (1 - a ,)W.,
33 m Jm m m 3m
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where:
m' are the edges on the exterior
m are the edges on the interior
and am, is the albedo on an exterior edge.
If W . is independent of j, then W . = W . Also, m + m' = 4 for every
mj mJ m
node. Therefore, equation 2.2 can be rewritten as:
W.. = 1 - 4W. + E,a ,W. (2.3)jJ J m m j
Combining equations 2.1 and 2.3 gives:
k
_coi E S W
m mm
S. -j k .
1 - c- [(1 - 4W.) + E, ,W.] (2.4)X j mnij
which can be rewritten as:
[ - (1 - 4W.)+ Ea ,W.]S. = E S W (2.5)k .j iM m J J m mm
Assume that k. and W. are the same for each node in region I. ThisJJ
assumption implies that all the assemblies in a region are identical.
That is they have the same enrichment, burnup and burnable poison content.
Then summing over all the nodes in region I gives:
N
N-S [ (1 - 4WI)] + OSIWIn1I = S W n 1  (2.6)
oT J=1
for I = 1, 2, ... , N
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where:
N is the number of assemblies in region I
S is the average fission source in region I
W is the average absorption probability in region I
a is the average albedo in region I
n is the number of edges of region I adjacent to region J
nIa is the number of assembly edges in region I on the exterior and
N is the number of regions,
N




{[(l - 4W ) - 4aI f W ]k' - A}SI + I (4W f k )S = 0
J=1
for I = 1, 2, ... , N
where
f = Ia = fraction of edges on the exterior
Ita 4NI
f = - = fraction of edges in region I adjacent to region JIJ 4NI
N
f + f = 1.0 (2.8)
J=l
If one defines
6 = [(1 - 4W ) - 4a fI I ]k (2.9)
and y = 4W f i k0 (2.10)
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Then Equation 2.7 can be simply written as:
N
(I - X)S + y Si = 0 (2.11)
J=l
for I = 1, 2, ... , N
which is a standard eigenvalue problem.
The matrix formulation for equation 2.11 is:
(S + y )1 - Y12 *' lN 1
Y21 2 + y22 ... 2N S2
= (2.12)
YN1 YN2 * ' ' NN SN, 0
Solving for the largest eigenvalue will give the approximate core
eigenvalue. Its eigenvector will give the approximate assembly average
source terms.
The power sharing can then be found from
P = -= S (2.13)
where is the number of neutrons per fission divided by the average
energy production per fission for region I.




The matrix generated is a very small (on the order of 3 x 3 to 7 x 7)
matrix of the same form as in the FLARE program. We know that it is a
positive definite matrix within the context of its representation of a
reactor core and its representative parameters. The largest eigenvalue
will be distinct and positive and its eigenvector positive. Therefore, a
straight power iteration with an initial unity estimate for the eigenvector
will generate the desired eigenvalue and eigenvector.
As an aid to convergence, an over-relaxation procedure is used of
the form:
S i+= i + w([A]SA - S ) (2.14)
where w is the over-relaxation parameter. The default value built into
the code for w is 1.80.
The iteration proceeds until convergence which is measured by two
parameters:
A max I (IS. - S.i)1 3 j
and
2  1 i+1 
i
-3 -5
Convergence is assumed if A1 < 1 x 10 and A2 < 1 x 10 . With the
small matrices encountered, a maximum of 10-15 iterations are usually required.
To insure the elimination of round-off, the matrix solution routine is
written in double precision on the IBM 360.
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2.3 Generation of Tabular Data
A significant amount of data must be input in tabular form to the
program. Provisions have been made in the program to simplify this
input by using default data and fitting functions similar to the ones
in FLARE.
A default set of burnups are given in the code and are the values
0, 4, 8, 12, ... , 48 GWD/TU. A default set of axial leakage factors
are also built into the code for a 12 foot PWR. These are presented in
Figure 2.1. Corrections for cores other than 12 foot are made by
the expression:
BIAS = H + 0.5 BIAS(12') - 1.0 + 1.0 (2.15)12.5
where
H is the core height in feet and 0.5 feet is the approximate
reflector savings. (This is about 7.6 cm for each end of the
core).
The kc may be entered in tabular form or by coefficients of a
function. When they are input in tabular form, care must be taken to
ensure that the different sets for different enrichments have the same
burnup correspondence. The ks entered should correspond to a full power
k, including equilibrium xenon, but should not include any soluble poison.
When FLARE type input is used to generate this data, the functional
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= B3 (1 + B Bu)
2 = 1 - B5Bu + B6Bu2 + B7Bu3 + B8Bu4 (2.16)
where Bu is burnup in GWD/MTU and p is the reactivity for the different
variables (xenon, doppler).
The burnable poison worth as a function of burnup is also entered.
The nominal BP worth is the worth of one rod in one assembly. This can
be tabulated or entered in a functional form. The function form is
given by
BP(Bu) = B (1 + B2Bu + B3Bu + B Bu + B5Bu ) (2.17)
where Bu is the burnup in GWD/MTU. It is usually a fairly good approximation
to assume that the BP worth is relatively insensitive to the enrichment.
If a dataset for a fuel cost calculation is to be prepared, then
isotopic data as a function of burnup and enrichment is required. The
data needed are the uranium depletion, U-235 enrichment and fissile
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plutonium production. This information may be input or standard default
data will be used. This default data is the same as that built into the
MUDEL (1,5) code and consists of three empirical relations. For a given
burnup (GWD/MTU) and enrichment (w/o) the following equations are used.
u/U = exp[-0.00159 Bu(l - 4.1 x 103 Bu)] (2.18)
U2 5 = e exp[-0.1162 B (1 + 2.75 x 10 Bu e)] (2.19)
3 0.4 4
10 Pu/U = 4.795 e [1 - exp(-0.1425 )] (2.20)00.6
The accuracy of these expressions are discussed in Reference (1)
and will not be reproduced here.
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2.4 Generation of Shuffle
The program can on option automatically determine the shuffling
scheme from cycle i-l to cycle i. Two options are presently available
and they deal only with the treatment of the center assembly. The
shuffling is done very systematically. The feed fuel is assumed in the
highest number regions. Then the regions from the previous cycle are
inserted starting from the highest number region in the previous cycle.
All the assemblies in each region are used except for the last region
(excluding the center assembly) which uses only the number of assemblies
needed. When there is a center assembly of a different region, two options
are available. The first option uses an assembly from the previous cycle.
The other option uses an assembly discharged from cycle 1.
Explicit shuffling schemes must be input if the regions are not to
be progressed in sequential order or if assemblies are to be reinserted
after sitting out of the core for one or more cycles.
2.5 Generation of Edge Data
FLAC is different from all other programs in the need for edge data.
That is the number of assembly edges adjacent to assemblies of each region
and the periphery. Given a loading pattern, one can carefully count and
generate this information. However, one of the attributes of FLAC is the
ability to perform future cycle calculations without requiring loading
patterns. Therefore, coding was generated to enable the automatic computa-
tion of this edge data for two different loading pattern schemes. The two
schemes are commonly referred to as the ring pattern and the checkerboard
pattern. The ring pattern assumes that the regions are located in symmetric
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rings starting with the first region at the center. The checkerboard
pattern assumes that the highest number regions form a peripheral ring
with the interior regions arranged in a checkerboard distribution. The
coding developed will not duplicate the edge data for a specific loading
pattern, but it is general coding which will closely approximate the
information for any shuffling procedure which is used.
Both schemes use the same procedure for the peripheral assemblies.
The only information needed is the number of assemblies across the core
and the number of assemblies on the periphery with edges on the exterior.
The code assumes that the highest number region will be furthest out in
the core. Therefore, it starts with those assemblies with two edges on
the exterior, then goes to those assemblies with one edge on the exterior
and then those assemblies on the periphery at a corner with no edges on
the exterior. The number of edges on the exterior is simply:
n 4N (2.21)
ci row
where Nrow is the number of assembly rows. The number of peripheral
assemblies with two edges on the exterior is given by:
n = n - N (2.22)
where N is the number of assemblies on the periphery. The number of
assemblies at an inside corner of the periphery with no edges on the
exterior is given by:
n = n - N -4 (.Oa~ ca p 2.23)
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and of course the number of assemblies in the peripheral region with one
edge on the exterior is given by:
n = n - n  (2.24)
The program begins by segregating the peripheral assemblies with
two edges on the exterior. They are assumed to have no common edges.
The program then segregates out the peripheral assemblies with one edge
on the exterior. Edges are assumed to exist between the assemblies with
one and two edges on the exterior. However, a maximum is set of one
edge for those assemblies with one edge on the exterior and two edges
for those assemblies with two edges on the exterior. The assemblies on
the periphery with one edge on the exterior should by definition only have
one edge left to face the interior. Therefore, any excess edges are
assumed to be between those assemblies themselves.
The program next fills in the inside corner assemblies. These
assemblies have two edges adjacent to peripheral assemblies and two
edges on the interior. Therefore, starting with any excess edges left
from the assemblies with two edges on the exterior the correspondence is
assigned to have two edges of each interior corner assembly adjacent to
some peripheral assembly. This completes the core periphery.
The checkerboard pattern is generated assuming a uniform distribution
of the interior regions. If there is a region with a center assembly,
it is arbitrarily assumed to adjoin region 3 assemblies. The peripheral
assemblies are assumed to adjoin the interior regions in direct proportion
to the number of assemblies in each region. Similarly, the interior
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regions are assumed to be adjacent to the other interior regions in
direct proportion to the number of assemblies in each region. Any
remaining edges are assumed to be adjacent to assemblies of its same
region. The logic for the checkerboard is ideal and therefore will be
an approximation to any actual loading pattern.
The ring pattern on the interior is a little more complex. One
must first define the rings. A standard definition is used which gives
the number of assemblies within a ring and all smaller rings. The
rings are numbered sequentially from the center with each additional row
of assemblies being a new ring. Also, different formulas were developed
for an even number of assemblies versus an odd number of assemblies in a
core.
For an odd number of assemblies, the number of assemblies with a
ring is given by:
N, = 2(I-1)(I+2) + 1 I = 1, 2, 3, ... (2.25)
This was found to give a very accurate estimate of the number of assemblies
in each ring.
For an even number of assemblies, no direct formula was found, so
an area approach was used:
N, = r I I = 1, 2, 3, ... (2.26)
which was then rounded off to the nearest eight assemblies (or four for the
inner-most ring).
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In determining the edge correspondence between rings, many variables
have to be considered. It was assumed that assemblies in ring I would
first fill any vacant edge positions in ring I-1. But only one edge
per assembly was allowed to be adjacent to ring I-1. Then, each ring
must have eight additional edges on the outside of the ring since it is
larger. Any edges left over are assumed to be within assemblies in the
same ring. In meshing with the periphery, it is treated as any other
ring interface.
2.6 Interpolation Scheme
Many of the values used
and require interpolation or
interpolation scheme used is
interpolation of f(x i) given
by the program are input in tabular form
extrapolation. Whenever possible, the
the Lagrange 3 point interpolation. The
a fixed value of x is given by:
f(x) = a1f(x ) + a2 f(xi+ 1) + a3 f(xi+2)
(x -lX) (x i -2X)
i+l i+2
(x+1 - i+ 2 -X)
(x + - x i)(x+2 - xi+
i i i+





The values x., x. and x are chosen so that the value x is
encompassed.
For extrapolation, a simple linear model is used to assure that no
change in slope occurs in the function being extrapolated. The linear
extrapolation is given by:
f(x) = C1f(xi) + a2f (xi+) (2.28)
where
(x i+1 X)
1 (x i+1 x)
a2 = 1 - a
The values x. and x.+1 are the closest to the desired variable x.
When the independent variable is burnup, it is assumed that the
table is monotonically increasing and that there are at least three
burnups tabulated. The fit will be made using one burnup below the
desired value and two points above it, if possible.
When the independent variable is enrichment, a more complicated
scheme is used. The interpolation is made only over those of the same
"fuel type" as the desired enrichment. Thus it is possible to separate
different fuel types such as plutonium of different recycle modes, thorium,
stainless clad, larger hydrogen to uranium ratio, etc. The program
makes no implicit assumption on the number of enrichments available for
interpolation or any sequential order. The program will try to determine
three points in the table - the closest value greater than the desired value,
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the closest value less than the desired value and the next closest value
to the desired value on either side. This will ensure the best three points
to use in the 3 point Lagrange interpolation. Note that for extrapolation
or when only two enrichments of the same type are given, only two points are
found and a.linear extrapolation is used. When only one enrichment is in the
table, a constant is generated independent of enrichment.
To insure proper interpolation, care must be taken in generating the
table. Enrichments of the same type should not be within 0.10 w/o of
each other. For close enrichments, secondary variables may distort the
true relationship with enrichment.
When the interpolation is to be made over both enrichment and burnup,
a two-step procedure is used. The three enrichments and three burnups
which are to be used in the interpolation are found as described above.
Then for each reference enrichment, an interpolation is made to yield the
dependent variable at the specified burnup for that reference enrichment.
Then the second step consists of interpolating the values at the desired
burnup and reference enrichments to give the value at the desired burnup and
enrichment.
2.7 Burnup Calculation
To determine cycle lifetime a burnup calculation must be performed.
Three different options are available - straight depletion with no control,
straight depletion with uniform control and a Haling calculation.
The three different options all require the beginning of cycle region
burnups. These are determined by input or by the shuffle from the previous
cycles. The end of cycle burnups from the previous cycles are modified,
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if necessary, to reflect partial discharge as discussed in Section 2.8 and
used as the beginning of cycle burnups for the current cycle.
The straight depletion options start with the beginning of cycle
burnups, calculate relative power sharings and then incrementing the
region burnups by the burnup step size times the relative region power
sharings. The nominal step size in the program is set at 4 GWD/MTU with
a shorter time step taken last to give the exact desired cycle lifetime.
A large time step is used since the variation of power sharings with
burnup in a cycle is usually small on a region-wise basis. Therefore,
the error is small.
For the no control depletion, the interpolated ks are used directly
without assuming any form of control. With uniform control, a search is
performed each depletion step to determine the uniform change in ks to be
applied to each region to yield the desired k of 1.0 within + .00001.
The uniform control option is used when the boron worth is input.
With a Haling (6) calculation option, an iteration is performed to
give the end of cycle power distribution which is held constant for the
entire cycle depletion. Thus an initial power distribution is assumed;
the EOC region-wise burnups are then determined using these power sharings;
and then the EOC power distribution is calculated. This new power distribution
is then used to recalculate the region-wise EOC burnups. This procedure is
used iteratively until the maximum region-wise power sharing difference
between iterations is less than 0.001.
Thus, the Haling option assumes that the reactor will be controlled
so that a constant power shape will be maintained during the core life.
Since end of life implies that there is no excess reactivity; there is no
control present. Therefore, the Haling calculation assumes that the power
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distribution during the cycle is identical to the end of cycle power
distribution which has no control.
2.8 Discharge Burnups
The number of assemblies discharged in any cycle is equal to the
total number of assemblies in the region minus the total number of
assemblies used from that region in all future cycles. It is assumed that
the burnup of all assemblies used in future cycles are identical and that
the discharge burnup of each assembly discharged is identical. But an
option exists to allow for different burnups between discharged and kept
assemblies. It is assumed that the distribution of burnups in a region is
uniform over a specified range. Also, it is assumed that the highest average
burnup assemblies will be discharged and the lowest burnup assemblies will
be kept. If there is a uniform distribution of assembly burnups within a
range of Bu avg+ABu, then the burnups are given by:
BuDischarged = Bu + ABu (1 - # Discharged) (2.29)
avg # Region
BuKept = Bu - ABu # Discharged) (2.30)# Region
where the numbers are the number of assemblies discharged or in the
region. A typical value of ABu is 2 GWD/MTU.
2.9 Burnable Poison Treatment
The burnable poisons are treated on a region-wise basis. For each
cycle the total number of BPs are given and the fraction in each region.
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This allows for a search on the number of BP rods in the whole core if
desired. The depletion of the BP rods is handled on a functional basis
of the region average burnup. Thus the BP rods are not actually depleted.
The worth in one assembly of a single BP rod is tabulated as a function
of region burnup. The code assumes a linear relationship between worth
and the number of BP rods. This is a good assumption for a small number
of BP rods/assembly. Therefore, to determine the change in keff for a -
region due to burnable poisons, the following relationship is used:
(No. BPs)(Fraction in Region)
k (w BP) = k (wo BP) - No. Assemblies in Region P(Bu)
(2.31)
where pBP (Bu) is the worth of one BP rod at a burnup Bu. Note that the
BP worth is determined at the region average burnup, so there is an
implicit function that fresh BPs are only placed in fresh fuel.
2.10 Cycle Search Procedure
It is possible to search for any one of a number of variables each
cycle. The allowed search variables are:
cycle burnup
number of burnable poison rods
EOC keff
enrichment of any feed region
These searches are all performed using a Newton-Raphson procedure.
The new value of the variable y for iteration i+1 is given by:
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i+1 i i want







Convergence is assumed when Iy - y | < e where e is .001 for
cycle burnups, 1.0 for number of BP rods, and .01 for enrichment.
These convergence criteria were set to yield acceptable results
without unnecessary accuracy. They also allow for significant changes
in the k to insure that division by the difference in k does not
eff eff
produce overflow problems in the computer. Note that no iteration is
needed for the EOC k , this is just a straight forward calculation.
To eliminate possibly large variations in feed enrichment, allowable
minimum and maximum values of enrichment are input. When the enrichment
hits the edge of this band, it is set to the value and the keff calculated.
2.11 Convergence Criteria
The program uses many different iterative scheme to calculate the
desired result. In some cases there can be a significant nesting of
iterative searches. Up to five iterations nestled together is possible.
These different iterative schemes are located in three different subroutines
and have built in convergence criteria. The various convergence criteria




































The checkout of a computer program consists of two separate and
distinct parts - verification and qualification. The verification of
a program consists of demonstrating that the program performs the
calculations as specified. The qualification of a program consists of
determining the applicability of the program for its use to calculate
various parameters using a prescribed method. Thus verification consists
of demonstrating that the program does what it is supposed to do and
qualification consists of showing that what it does gives good results
using certain methods.
Sensitivity studies were also performed to determine how accurate the
input needs to be to give acceptable results. These studies demonstrate
the adequacy of one value for the albedo and the absorption probability
(w) and the adequacy of the automatic generation of the edge data.
3.1 Verification
There are a number of areas which can be separately verified. The
two basic areas are the actual solution of the matrix equation and the
interpolation of data. These two aspects form the basis of the program.
All the other aspects can be verified by successful execution of the
program. For example, the various search procedures must converge to a
correct solution or be wrong.
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3.1.1 Matrix Verification
A 3 x 3 matrix was chosen for verificatign since it can readily be












are found by solving the equation det (A - XI) = 0.
determinant gives:
X -_ (i + 2 3 2 + Wy12 1 3 2 3 13 31 - y23Y32 - 12 21l)
+ 0 3y2 3y3 2 + 2 13 31 + 3 12Y21 - 1023 - 12 23>31
= 0
- y13Y2 1Y3 2)
(3.2)
The largest eigenvalue is found by solving the above third order
polynomial. This can be done easily by an iterative search. Given the
eigenvalue, the eigenvector is then calculated by:
S, = 1.0
2 3 12 1 2
S- 1 Y21 Y23 + 13
S3 y12 2 A 2 12
(3.3)
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A sample case was set up to test the matrix solution procedure.
The problem was a three region problem as specified in Table 3-1.
The values of a and w used are:
w = 0.10 and a = 0.30
The corresponding matrix for this problem as defined in Equations










The cubic polynomial giving
Equation 3.2 is:
the eigenvalues of this matrix using
3 - 2.191797X 2 + 1.428722X - 0.2416968 = 0 (3.4)
which gives as a solution X = 1.0527 within the accuracy of a hand
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The answer calculated by the program was
.940
*= 1.0527 and S* = 1.06
.999
where \* = A and S* = .940 S.
Note that since S*, S are eigenvectors they can be normalized in
any fashion. Hence the fact that S* = 0.94S implies equality within a
multiple and hence implies that S and S* are identical eigenvectors.
Therefore, the program is correctly computing the matrix and its largest
eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvector.
3.1.2 Interpolation Verification
The interpolation scheme was also verified. From the data in Table 3.2,
the kg for 3.20 w/o at a burnup of 22.0 GWD/MTU was calculated. The program
interpolated value was 1.1011.
As described in Section 2.6, the interpolation is done at the specified
burnup for each enrichment and then the value for the specified enrichment
is calculated. From equation (2.27) we get the relationship:
k (22) = -. 083333ks(8) + 1.020833ks(20) + .0625koo(36) (3.5)
so
k '9 w/ (2 2) = 1.07506
k 3.1 w/o 22) = 1.09243
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TABLE 3.2

















From Equation (2.28) we also have that
f3.2 (22) = -0.5 f2 .9 (22) + 1.5 f 3.1(22)
3.2 (3.6)
f (22) = 1.1011
Thus the hand calculation verifies the computer calculation for the
interpolation and extrapolation.
3.2 Qualification
The verification demonstrates that the FLAC program is functioning
as formulated. It remains to be demonstrated that the program is
qualified for use in fuel management studies. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of a computer program, a large number of varied cases
should be run. The work done by Rieck (10) in his doctoral thesis is
well suited to provide benchmark cases for the FLAC code qualification.
A large number of variations in the number of feed assemblies for the
Zion reactor was investigated. Zion is a 4 loop PWR reactor by Westinghouse.
Its core consists of 193 assemblies distributed in 15 rows. The information
needed to generate the assembly k. data consistently with Rieck's data is
available in his thesis. Based on current knowledge, I believe that the
data presented by Rieck is not in perfect agreement with current calculations
for the Zion core. However, the use of the same k, data assures that the
comparison is meaningful. A comparison using the same basic input as was
used with more precise methods demonstrates how closely FLAC reproduces the
more precise calculations. As with anycomputer code, the accuracy of the
input will determine the accuracy of the output to a large degree. What
the qualification demonstrates is the ability of FLAC to obtain essentially
the same results as a more precise tool using the same basic input.
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Two depletion cases were run for eight cycles - one feeding 64
assemblies at 3.20 w/o and the other feeding 48 assemblies at 3.76 w/o.
Then various perturbation calculations were performed for cycle 9 with
variations in the number of feed assemblies from 48 to 84 and significant
variations in enrichment. There were 19 change cases starting from the
64 feed assembly case and 6 change cases starting from the 48 feed assembly
case.
The model employed in FLAC used the k, as generated from the SIMULATE
fit as used by Rieck. The automated generation of edge data with a
checkerboard interior and the automated shuffling option were used. The
number of feed assemblies and the feed enrichment were input and the
program was allowed to calculate the cycle lifetime. A boron search was
performed and a discharge burnup variation parameter of 2.0 OWD/MTM was
used. The desired end of life k ef was 1.0001 which corresponds to
approximately 10 ppm of residual boron which would translate into about
0.01 GWD/MTU. The results of the comparison are presented in Tables 3.3
through 3.6.
As can be seen from comparing the results,the FLAC calculations agree
very well with the more detailed calculations performed by Rieck. The
results for all 39 cycles yield an average difference in the cycle burnup
of only 79 MWD/MTU (less than 1% error) and a standard deviation of 104 MWD/MTU.
This is excellent accuracy for a survey tool since the cycle average burnup
is seldom known by even the best methods to within + 100 MWD/MTM. This is
due to the fact that there does exist manufacturing, design, enrichment and





















































































*Because of burnable poisons, the search was on the calculated keff
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These cases covered a very broad range of conditions going from 48
feed assemblies to 84 feed assemblies in a variety of loading patterns.
These cases also covered successive cycles and demonstrated that the
deviations do not become larger cummulatively. Instead they demonstrate
convergence as the equilibrium cycling scheme is approached. Yet the edge
data was generated in FLAC automatically for each case, thus demonstrating
the adequacy of this procedure for predicting average cycle burnups.
A comparison of the region discharge burnups in Tables 3.3 and 3.4
also shows good agreement. As expected, the average discharge burnup
variation in the three region core is approximately three times the cycle
burnup variation and the average discharge burnup variation in the four
region core is approximately four times the cycle burnup variation. The
largest discrepancies appear to be associated with regions 1, 2 and 3 which
were all in cycle 1 with burnable poisons. Very little work was done with.
the burnable poison treatment and it is expected that future work could
refine this calculation. Also, there are large discrepancies in the four
region case for cycles 2 through 4 where partial regions were discharged.
One primary reason for these differences is the method of selecting the
assemblies to be discharged. FLAC seeks to optimize fuel utilization and
hence discharges the highest burnup fraction of the region. In the
comparison study the selection seems to be fairly random with in some cases
the lowest burnup assembly in a region being discharged.
The actual power or burnup sharings between regions in a cycle is subject
to more variation since it is highly dependent on the loading pattern.
Table 3.7 shows the comparison between the actual burnup sharings from the
explicit multi-dimensional calculation and the FLAC calculation for an






























































seen the results are generally within + 10% and for the 64 feed assembly,
the results are excellent.
Based on these comparisons, FLAC appears to generate acceptable
results for long range fuel management studies. The cycle length will
be estimated within + 500 MWD/MTU with a high degree of certainty assuming
the input is generated properly.
3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
FLAC is an approximate method. It is not a detailed and sophisticated
procedure to yield very accurate results. Therefore, it does not require
extremely accurate input data. Some of the input data does vary somewhat
with particular core configurations (i.e., W and ALPHA, the absorption
probability and the albedo), yet only average values are used. Other
parameters will vary depending.on the actual loading pattern (number of
edges), yet only a general type of loading pattern is assumed. This section
will discuss the various analyses which were done to quantify the sensitivity
to these variables.
3.3.1 Sensitivity to W and ALPHA
A 193 assembly core, 3 region case was calculated for different
combinations of values of W, the probability that a neutron born in one
node will be absorbed in an adjacent node, and of ALPHA, the albedo.
The range of values was W from 0.100 to 0.140 and ALPHA from 0.25 to 0.50.
The values that have been found to give the best results for many different
cases are W equal to 0.115 and ALPHA equal to 0.30. The sensitivity analysis
demonstrates that variation in the parameters by + 10% yields results with
acceptable accuracy (+ .005 Ap and + 5% in regionwise power). These results
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are graphically displayed in Figures 3.1 through 3.8. These figures
indicate that the inner regions are relatively insensitive to the
variations. Thus the major variations are the peripheral region power
sharing and the k ff
3.3.2 Sensitivity to Edge Data
Cycle length and power sharings are affected by the loading pattern
choice, yet when running FLAC one does not want to have to know the
precise loading pattern in each cycle. One would like the results
to be relatively insensitive to the loading pattern, while being
capable of determining the relative merits of different types of loading
pattern schemes. And it appears that FLAC can do this.
First, the results are relatively independent of the variations in
a loadina pattern within a particular scheme. All of the verification
runs used the automatic checkerboard loading edge data routine built
into the code. Thus the verification included random deviations from
the actual loading pattern assuming the general constraint of a peripheral
feed with a checkerboard interior.
A separate study was performed with edge data corresponding to
various loading patterns. The data corresponds to the actual loading
pattern in a three region core using a checkerboard interior and
automatically generated for a checkerboard pattern, a ring pattern and
checkerboard patterns with burnt fuel in the periphery. The results are
summarized in Table 3.8. As can be seen from this table, there are only
minor differences between the actual checkerboard pattern and the code
generated one, yet significant differences can be noticed between the
















































































































































































































































































































































Sensitivity Study, Region 2 Power versus W and oc
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Figure 3-7
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Based on: 157 Assembly Core

























on the periphery show increased cycle lifetime due to reduced neutron
leakage. However, these cases also indicate higher powers in the feed
region. The ring model agrees with the general view that the checkerboard
patterns are superior to ring patterns for larger cores since rings have
higher peaking and less cycle lifetime.
A second study was done using the Zion model as discussed in
Section 3.2. Equilibrium cycle calculations were done to determine the
feed enrichment required for a fixed 11.0 GWD/MTM cycle length for
various numbers of feed assemblies from 48 to 84. These cases were run
with a checkerboard interior and a ring interior. These results are
summarized in Table 3.9 and the required enrichment given in Figure 3.9.
These results also demonstrate the superiority of the checkerboard pattern.
It also indicates the variation in power sharings as the number of feed
assemblies is changed. This type of data is presently impossible to obtain
without explicit multi-dimensional calculations.
Therefore, FLAC presents a good compromise on the need for accurate
knowledge of a loading pattern. It can differentiate between different
basic types but does not need a detailed description of the loading pattern.
3.3.3 Sensitivity to Boron Search
An option exists in FLAC to calculate a uniform poison worth each step
and use this to modify the region km's. This is comparable to a search
to criticality using the soluble boron concentration as the search variable.
Two calculations, one with and one without the search, were performed to
determine the effect of the search. The results are listed in Table 3.10.
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52 Feed Assemblies at 3.2 w/o U-235
Cycle length of 11.00 GWD/MTU
Equilibrium Cycle
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beginning of life where the poison concentration is the highest. However,
at end of life the effect is very small. The effect of the boron search
is within the uncertainty of the calculation and its use is optional.
However, to assure consistant comparison of different cases; the same





FLAC is an approximate tool giving results only within a specified
range. Care must be taken to avoid losing sight of this basic
characteristic. When preparing the input to FLAC, therefore, one
should not get buried in details which in the end will have no significant
affect on the results.
The interpolation scheme in FLAC gives very good results over fairly
wide ranges of enrichment. Therefore, I would recommend enrichments
spaced at intervals of about 0.5 w/o U-235. In fact, data corresponding
to two enrichments very close in enrichment cart cause errors since there
are usually secondary parameters which vary from region 'to region in
addition to the enrichment. And for very small changes in enrichment,
these secondary changes could be quite significant. As far as burnup
variations, steps of 4.0 GWD/MTMare generally sufficient and even larger
steps would probably be adequate.
The actual k. data can be taken from LEOPARD (2) calculations which
properly homogenize the whole assembly. The k. should correspond to full
power fuel temperatures and moderator densities, contain equilibrium xenon,
samarium and the other fission products and not contain any soluble boron.
The isotopic information can be generated using the built in fit unless
significant variation is seen or unless a different fuel type (i.e. thorium)
is used.
The use of the automated shuffle option and the automated edge data
generation option are highly recommended. There will probably be more cases
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to explicitly input the shuffle than the edge data. For example, when
assemblies are reinserted into the core after sitting out one or more
cycles or when different shuffling schemes are to be tried which do not
have the feed region exclusively in the periphery. However, since most
loading patterns are variations of a checkerboard loading pattern, this
option is highly recommended.
The use of the boron search option feature is optional since its
effect is small. However, not using this option does slightly simplify the
the input.
Since the results are relatively insensitive to the values of W and
ALPHA, it is recommended that the default values be used for standard PWR
cores. For BWR cores or non-standard cores, a study should be performed
to determine the optimum values of these parameters.
For the search procedure, it is recommended that the burnup search be
used most frequently. The enrichment search should be used mainly in
equilibrium cycle calculations where large fluctuations in enrichment will
not occur.
The one big assumption in generating the FLAC equations from the FLARE
equations is the homogeneity of the region. It assumed that the koc is
identical for each assembly in the region. This assumes that the burnup
and enrichment are the same for each assembly within a region. This is
usually not possible, but regions as used by the code should be assemblies
having the same enrichment and approximately the same burnup at beginning
and end of life. Thus split enrichment feeds should be divided up as well
as regions placed both on the periphery and in the interior.
The use of the above methods should produce good results with a minimum
of effort. Their use is therefore recommended.
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4.2 Method Accuracy
Based on the verification, qualification and sensitivity analysis
performed, the recommended method will produce good results. In long
range fuel management there are many variables which can alter the results
of a study. Many of these variables are external and can not be controlled.
Therefore, it is superfulous to calculate any of the parameters to a high
degree of accuracy.
The FLAC program using the recommended procedure can predict the cycle
length to within + 500 MWD/MTM to a high degree of confidence. Likewise,
it can predict the region power sharings to within + 10%. A higher degree
of accuracy is possible when parameter variations are made for comparisons
of their relative effects. This degree of accuracy is sufficient for almost
all long range fuel management studies.
4.3 Conclusions
A new long range fuel management program, FLAC, has been developed and
its use demonstrated. The program has been written, verified and qualified
for fuel management studies. The program can differentiate between the
various types of loading patterns on a generic basis and thus is a signifi-
cant improvement over the weighted k procedures which have been Used in the
past. However, variations within loading pattern types have been shown
not to be significant, hence explicit loading patterns are not required
which simplifies the fuel management study considerably compared to multi-
dimensional depletion calculations. Therefore, FLAC satisfies the original
goal of combining the best attributes of the k weighting procedures and the
multi-dimensional calculations for an optimum long-range fuel management tool.
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4.4 Future Work
The development of this method allows for an extensive amount of
future work possibilities. The program can be used for an endless number
of studies and significant improvements can be made to the program to make
it more usable. Some of the basic schemes for adding to the program are
fuel cycle cost calculations, burnable poison search procedures and
generation of data to verify the loading pattern-cycle length compatability
with design considerations.
Presently the program prepares a data set for use in fuel cycle cost
calculations. This could be expanded to actually include a fuel cycle cost
calculation like MITCOST built into the program. This would greatly simplify
the comparison of various proposed fuel management schemes since it would
give a dire-ct comparison of fuel cycle costs. This addition could be made
relatively easily since the data set is presently prepared. It would require
the input of the fuel cost parameters and the coupling to the fuel cost
program.
The feasibility of adding options concerning the burnable poisons is
intriguing. Since burnable poisons are handled on a region-wise basis it
is possible to determine the affect of the region-wise distribution of the
burnable poisons in the core. Therefore, it is conceivable that a search
procedure could be built into the program to search for the burnable poison
distribution which produces the optimum power distribution. Of course, this
raises difficulties as to what time in the cycle one wishes to optimize the
power distribution and also how to effectively converge on a desired shape.
A Haling method may produce good results for the power distribution
optimization; that is to compute iteratively a BOC power distribution with
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BPs that have the same power distribution as the EOC with depleted BPs.
Another search feature with burnable poisons is the possibility of
searching for the correct number to give an acceptable moderator temperature
coefficient at the beginning of the cycle. This requires the computation
of the BOC critical boron concentration and using some procedure to generate
the appropriate moderator temperature coefficient. This scheme is straight-
forward and should cause no convergence problems. However, the optimum
distribution of these burnable poisons may have to be addressed. Thus, these
burnable poison search features may have to all be added at once.
The design considerations offer a third different area for program
expansion. This area is multifold, since there are many varied design
considerations to evaluate. They all require some sort of fits or functions
to txtrapolate the program data into the controlling variables. These fits
may be used io give various coefficients or control rod worths or correction
terms to the region power sharings may be possible to generate peak rod
powers and burnups. Some of the variables that could possibly be checked are:
moderator temperature coefficients
soluble boron coefficients
power coefficients and defects
total control rod worth




and all other various quantities.
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It is conceivable that the majority of the design constraints can be
roughly estimated for many future cycles. This would allow one to see if
the fuel management of one cycle has any long range problems.
The program in its present form can be used for a number of studies.
One possibility is the usefulness for BWR fuel management. The program
was designed to be able to calculate BWR or PWR cores. However, all the
qualification effort was for PWRs. Therefore, methods for using FLAC for
BWR fuel management have yet to be formulated and qualified.
The structure of the program allows for feasibility studies to be
performed in areas where only advanced and expensive tools could previously
be used. For example, cycling studies using many burnable poisons such as
18 month cycles or the in-out-in fuel management strategy. FLAC has the
capability of investigating the effects on power distribution and cycle
lifetime capability due to the number and placement of burnable poisons.
Also, the effects of different burnable poison compositions (i.e. different
w/o of B C in A10 3 ) could be relatively easily studied. Here one has the
trade off of rods depleting quickly or slowly and its affect on residual
worth and cycle power sharings.
The program can also be used to determine the equilibrium affect of a
particular fuel management scheme very easily. The sophisticated methods
require numerous cycles in succession to reach a pseudo equilibrium cycle.
FLAC has the equilibrium cycle calculation as an option. Thus one can
easily determine the equilibrium effect of different types of loading patterns
or of splitting the feed region up into various batches of different
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FLAC was written to be an easy to use program that could be readily
adopted by a utility engineer, vendor engineer or graduate student to
his own specific needs. However, to allow flexibility in its use, many
options had to be provided. This tends to make the input look quite
expansive; where it is very trivial for most cases. Many cases are as
small as five cards, while it is possible to generate some relatively
large input decks.
Similarly, the output was kept to a minimum to keep the engineer
from becoming lost in a maze of numbers. The relavent data is presented-
in a neat, well labeled format with only digits with some significance
editted. It seems rather unnecessary to give the k ef to the nearest
tenth of a pcm when it is probably only accurate to the nearest 200 pcm.
However, to allow meaningful perturbation calculations, the k, is given
to the nearest 10 pcm.
A.1 Input Preparation
A.l.1 Input Description
The input to FLAC is relatively straight forward and simple. All
the input is in fixed format, so particular attention must be paid to
positioning of the data on the card. Cases are easily stacked and
much of the information can propagate from case to case.
The input can be divided into two distinct parts - the general case
data and the cycle by cycle data. The input parameters are all listed in
Table A.1 with their corresponding descriptions. This section will
TABLE A-1
INPUT PaAMETLTERS
COLS. PAHAM. TYOE SJBPT UNITS DESCAI PTION
-** TITLE CARD (20A4)
1-80 TITLE A (20) -- FULL CARD OF TITLE DATA FOR CASE
**** CASL DATA CARD A
1- 3 NASS I
4- o NADIAM 1
7- 9 NBU I
10-12 NR1Cii I
13-15 ISO I
-- - U3BER OF ASSEMBLIES IN WHOLE CORE
-- -- NUABER OF ASSEMIBLIES ACROSS CORE
-- -- NUaBER OF BUANUPS IN INTERPOLATION
TABLE. IF NOT ENTERED, USE DEFAULT
OR PREVIOUS CASE BURNUPS.
IF =-1, THEN TABLES INPUT AS
COEFFICIENTS OF DEFINED FUNCTIONS
AS IN SIAUl.ATE.
-- -- NU MDER OF K INFs SETS TO BE READ
IN. IF =0, USE DEFAULT OR PREVIOUS
CASS DATA, IF >0, REPLACiE PkEVIOUS
SET WITi NEW StT. IF <0, ADD THIS
MANY ii.W Si.TS 10 PREVIOUS SETS.
-- - F ~1, RiEAD .IN ISOTOPIC DATA ALONG
WITH K IN. DATA.

















--- IF =1, PREPARE DATA SET FOR A FUEL
CYCLE COST CALCULATION.
-- -- IV =1, READ IN FIT DATA.
-- -- IF =1, A HALING CALCULATION WILL BE
DONE FOR EACH CYCLL.
-- I =1, DEBUG PRINT OPTION
-- -- NUMBER OF DIFFidr4NT VALUES OF W TO
USA-. IF NOT ENTEREa, SET TO 1.
-- -- NUABER OF DIFFE.RENT VALUES OF ALPHA
10 USE. IF NOT ENTERED, SET TO 1.
U
**** CASE DATA CARD B (12F6.2)
1- 6 'g
7-12 ALPHA
-- -- PBOsABILITi THAT A NEUTRON BORN IN
AN ASSEMBLY WILL BE ABSORBED IN AN
ADJACENT ASSEMBLY. DEFAULT 0.115.







F -- GWD/d TH
MINIdU FEED LNRICHMZNT IN SEARCH
AAXIUM FEED ENRICIHMENT IN SEALCH
IF NOT INPUT, SET TO 4.5
BURNUP DIFFLRENCE FOR SPLIT REGION
BURNUP OF SPLIT REGION IS GIVEN BY
BU = AVG.BU - BUDIF* (1-N KEPT)/N)
31-36 CYBIAS It
37-42 IG'H1 T It
43-4-d ULOAD R





-- -- K EeF BIAS FACTOR - DIVIDES INTO K
-- F EET COR E HEIGHT FOR GENERATION OF AXIAL
BIAS FACTOR AS A FCN OF BURNUP.
TOTAL CORE AVERAGE LOADING.
-- l W T TOTAL CORE POWER.
-- -- INCRLdENTAL CHANGE IN W TO BE USED
£0 GENIRATE 1W-1 VALUES OF AFTER
THE BASE INPUT VALUE.
-- INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN ALPHA TO BE,
USED TO GENERATE NA-1 VALUES OF
ALPHA AFTER THE 3ASE INPUT VALUE.
-- MTM
I i
**** BUiNUP DAT A CAhDS (12F6.2)
BURNUP A
*V*** AXIAL BIAS CARDS
JIAS R (I)
BP WORTh CARDS
(I) GWD/iiTil BURNUP ARRAY IN ORDER Of INCREASING
BURNUP. 12 ITEMS PER CARD, UP TO 20
I NTilE HEAD IN. ONLY READ IN IF
NbU>0, Th EN. NBU ENTRIES READ
(6E12.5) (ONLY IF NBU>0, HEIGHT=0)
-- AIIAL BIAS FACTOR AS A FUNCTION BU,
LNTERED ONLY IF NDU>0 AND HEIGHT=O.
NBU ENTRIES CORRESPONDING TO
BURNUP(I), 6 TENTRIES PER CARD.
(6E1 2. 5) (ONLY IF NHDU>O)
bP N (I)
*** JP COEFFICIENT CARD
3 R (I)
P'CA WORTH OF ONE BP ROD/ ASSE.MBLY AS A
kUNCTION OF BURNUP(I). ENTERED ONLY
IF NBU>0. NBU ENiTRIES, 6 PER CARD.
(6E12.5) (ONLY 11 NdU<O)
-- COLFICIENTS OF FUNCTION FOR WORTH
OF ONE BP ROD/ASSEMBLY. FUNCTION IS
L(1)*(1.0 + B(2)*BU + B(3)*!iU**2 +
B(4)*BUi**3 + B(5)*BU**5)
WHERE DU IS THE BURNUP I G3WD/MTU.
(ONLY IF NBU>O)
1 4
(ONLY IF NRICH NE 0)
ENRICH h (I)
*'*** FUL TYPE CARDS
ITYPE 1' (1)
W/U NRICHMENT CORRESPONDING TO EACH
DATA SET. W/O U-235 OR W/0 PU.
NRICd VALUES ENTERED,.12 PiER CARD.
(1216) (ONLY IF NRICH NE U)
-- IFUEL TYPE CORRESPONDING TO EACH
DATA SET. NB.ICH VALUES ENTERED 12
PER CARD.
**** POWlR/FISSIUN RATIO CARDS (12F6.0). (ONLY If NRICH NE 0)
POWFIS h (1) MEV/ti POWZR TO FISSION SOURCE RATIO FOR
4.ACH FUEL TYPE. (KAPPA/NU) NRICH
VALUES, 12 PER CARD.
4*** EdWhICHMhl CAaDS (12?6.2)
1 4
(6E12.5) (ONLY IF NRICU N .0, NBU GE 0)
KINF h (1,3) --
**** KINF COtFFICIE.NT CARDS
R (I)
K INF COHIRESPONDING TO BURNUP (I)
FOR ENRICHMLNT J. NBU VALUES FOR
4ACH SLT, 6 VALUES PER CARD, NRICk
SETS.
(6E'12.5) (ONLY YF HAICH NE 0, NDU<0)
-- COEFFICI1NTS OF FUNCTIUJ FOR K INF.
AS A FUNCTION OF BURNUP. ONE SET
EN TERED FOR HACH E.NRICH~.NT.
TiE FUNCrION IS OF THE FOMI:
K IN = d(1)*Z1*Z2
Z1=1.0--(2) - B(3)*(1.0+B(4)*BU)
Z2=1.0 - 13(5)*BO + B(6)*BU**2 +
B(7)*Bd**3 + B(8)*BU**4
WfH.RE BU IS BURNUP IA GhiD/PITU.
NOTE THAT B(1) TO 8U3) ARE TO BE
ENTERED, SO 2 CARDS/SET ARE NEEDED.
b
* *** K INF CARDlS
. I
**** ISOTOPIC DATA CAld)S (6E12. 5)
ISUTOP h (I,J,I)KG/8TM UhAIUM CONTENT AS A FUNCTION OF
3ULINUP (I). NBU ENTRIES, 6 ENTRIES
PER CARD FOR ENRICH(J).
ISOTOP It (I,J,2) KG/dTt U-235 CONTE NT AS A FUNCTION OF
IURNUP (I) . N13U ENTRIES, 6 LNTRIES
Pk.R CARD FOR ENRICh(J).
ISOTUP 14 (I,J,3)KG/8 Th TOTAL PU CONTENT AS A FUNCTION OF
IJURNUP(l) . NbU ENTRIES, 6 ENTRIES
Pcimh CARD FOR ENRICH (J).
ISOTOP It (I,J,4) -- FISSILE/(TOTAL PU) RATIO AS A
FUNCTION OF BURNUP(I) FOR ZNRICHI(J).
NOTE *** THE ORDER OF CARDS ARE ALL BURWUPS IN SEQUJ&NCE
ON CARD(S) TO FORM A SET. THEN EACH SET FOR
OIFFELUT ISOTOPIC INFORIATION (4 SiTS) FOR
ENRICh(J) TO FORM A LARGIU SET WHICH IS THEN REPEATED
FOR LACH ENRICHMENT. IF NOT ENTERED, DEFAULT
DATA WILL BE USED FROd FIT. DATA IS ONLY USED
FOR COST DATA SET PREPARATION.












FIT DATA SET (5F6.2/ (6E12.5)/)
(ONLY IF INEIT =1)
-- PCM TOTAL HFP XENON WORTH AT BOL
-- PCM TOTAL DOPPLER DEFECT HFP TO H1P
AT BOL.
-- PCM/P,'i BOURON WOR T H AT BOL.
(1) DEG F HZP TEMPERATURE.
(2) DEG F AVERAGE CORE hFP TEMPERATURE.
(1) -- MODERATOR TEM1PERATURE FIT PARAMETERS
UP TO 10 ALLOWED, 6 PRt CARD.
**** CfCLE DATA **** ALL OF THE REMAINING DATA IS INPUT FOR EACH
CYCLE, THEN FOR THE NEXT CYCLE, ETC. THE
CYCLES SHOULD BE IN INCELASING ORDER.
ONE MUST START WITH CYCLL Is BUT BOC
BURNUPS KAY BE ENTERED. NO CYCLE MAY BE
ELIMINATED FRO& THE SEQUENC3, EXCEPT AT
THL END. THUS ANY NUMBER UF CYCLES UP TO
20 MAY 13 PUN AND THtY dUST JE CUNSECUTIV.
CYCLE 21 IS AN EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE AND IS
SEPARATE; FROM THE dEST. THE CYCLE DATA
fIUST BE FOLLOWED BY A BLANK CARD AFTER THE
LAST CYCLE INPUT.







-- CYCLE NUMBER 1-2u OR 21 FOR EQUIL.
CYCLE.
-- SEAR(CH PARAMETER FOil CYCLE IS.
=1 SEARCH ON CYCLE BIRNUP
=2 SEARCH ON NU MBER OF BPS
=3 DETERMINE EOL K EFF.
=10+J SEARCH ON ENR ICHMENT FOR
FLED J IN CYCLE IS
-- SHUFFLE GENEHAT.ION OPTION
=0 INPUT SHUFFLE FOR THIS CYCLE
-1 USE SHUFFLE FROM LAST CASE FOR
THIS CYCLE.
>0 GENERATE SHUFFLL DATA AUTOMATICALLY
=1 ASSUME PERITJERAL FEED AND CENTER
ASSSMBLY FROM PREVIOUS CYCLE.
2 ASSUME PE&RIPHLRAL FEED AND CENTER
ASSEdBLY FROM CYCLE 1.
0
I I







-- NUMBER OF REGIONS IN CYCL2 (<16)
-- NUMBE& OF FEEDI) REGIONS IN CYCLE.
MAY BL 3,1,2, OR 3.
-- =1 I? 130C REGIOh BURNUPS AiRE TO BE
LNTERED FOR THIS CYCLE.
=0 IF BOC REGION BUd3UPS ARE TO BE
CALCULAT-D USING SHUFFLE DATA AND
EOC REGION BURNUPS FROd PREVIOUS
CYCLES.
=-1 IF PR &VIOUS CASE 3OC REGION
BURNUPS ARE TO Bt USED THIS CYCL &.
-- =0 INJUT THE LGE DATA.
-1 USE THE EDGE DATA FROM THE
PREVIOUS CASE FOR THIS CYCLE.
>0 GENERATE EDGE DATA AUT.OdATICALLY
=1 ASSUME A RING GEOMETRY IN THE
CORS FOR THE EDGE DATA.
2 ASSUME A CHkCKERBOARD GEOMETRY





R (1i) GWD/MTi DtSIRED (0R GUESSED) CYCLE BTRNJP.
,it (IS)
ii (IS)
-- NUMBER OF BP RODS (OR GUESS) IN
CORE.
-- DESIRED END OF LIFE K EFF FOP CYCLE.
CAN BL VARIED TO CHANGL FOR EOL




43-48 CAjFAC h (IS) PERCENT CAPACITY FACTOR FOR CYCLEs EXCLUDING
LFUhLING SHUTDOWN.
49-54 CiTIA ti (IS) DAYS CYCLE LENGTH, EXCLUDING SHUTDOWN.
ONLf 2 OF 3 (CYBU, CAPFAC, CYTIM)
NeiD BE ENTERED. IF 3 ENTEREDs
CYTIM IS RECALCULATED.
55-00 LDLEN _ (IS) DAYS REFUELING SHUTDOWN LENGTH.
-If NOT ENT ERLD, SET TO 42.
N
I i
**** 'EED DAITA CARDS (213, A 3, 13, 2F6.0)
INPIUT FORt EAC1 REGIO IN CYCLE 1 OR JUST THE FEED
REG1ONS FOR OTHER CYCLES. Sl'ART WITH TiHE LOiiEST




























-- NUIBER OF FLLD I (OR REGION I IN
CYCLE 1) ASSEdBLIES.
- FULL TYPe. FOR FEED I (OR REGION I
-- Ib CYCLE 1) CORRESPONDING TO INPUT
TABLE OF K INF. INTERPOLATION WILL
ONLY BEi) DONrs WlTI ID,&NTICAL FUEL
IYPES.
-- ID FOR FEED REGION 2. (IE. 5A,6PU).
-- THIS IS USED FOR LABELING OF OUTPUT.
'ENRICHMENT OF FEED I IN CYCLE IS OR
ENRICHNENT OF REGION I IN CYCLE 1.
(IS,1) K Th LOADING PER ASSEMBLY FO FEED I IN
(1) ATM CYCLE IS OR RLGION I IN CYCLE 1.
IF NOT, ENTERED, SET TO ULOAD/NASS.
I i
**** nEGiON SIZ CARD (1216)
NAt EG (,1S) --
**** .3UF'FLE CARD (1216)
ILSii[J I (I,IS) --
(ONLY IF ISlUUF(IS)O)
NU&BZR OF ASSEMBLIES IN EACH REGION
STARTING' WITH THE HIGHEST BURNUP
(IdNERMOST) REGION. NREG (IS) ENTHIESO
12 PER CARD.
(ONLY IF ISHUF(IS)=0)
SHUFFLE INICIES SPICIFYING PREVIOUS
LOCATION OF -EACH REGION(I) IN CYCLE
IS. VALU4 OF FORM 100*K+L WHERE
K IS THE PREVIOUS CYCLE NUMBER AND
L IS TUiE REGION NUM3ER IN THE CYCLE.
FOR A FLED REGION, K=0 AND L IS THE
FEEZfD NUMBER (1,2, OR 3) NREG(IS)
ENTRILS, 12 PER CARD.
* JE CARS (11i6) (ONLI IF IFEDG1E(IS)=0)
1- 6 JR - -- REGION NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO DATA
ON THiE .WHOLE CAhD.
7-12 NEDGE e (1,K) -- SPECIFICATIONS OF THE NUMBER OF LDGES
13-18 iADGE I (2;5) -- ADJOINING REGION JR IN CYCLE IS.
19-24 NEDGE I (1, K+1) -- NDGL(1,.) IS ThE REGION NUMBER
25-30 NEDIGE I (2,K+1) -- ADJOINING NEGION JR AND NEDGE (2,.)
LTC. IS£ THE NUdBER OF EDGLS BETWEEN THkd.
FOR EDGES ON THE EXTERIO9, SET
NEDGE(1,.)=0. NOTE THA's K IS JUST
A COUNTER. ALSO ONLY NON-ZERO
NUMBER OF EDGES MUST BE ENTTEED AND
ONLY ONE SET FOR EACH REGION PAIR.
5 PAIRS &AY BE ENTERED ON EACH CARD.
NuTE: LAST CARD WITH EDGE DATA SHOULD BE
FOLLOWED Bf A JLANK CARD. I.
**** BP FRACTION CARD (12k6.2) (ONLY IF BP(IS) NE 0)
BPFR AC d (i,1S) -- FRACTION OF BP RODS IN EACli REGION
I IN CYCLE IS. UREG(IS) ENTRIES,
12 ENTRIES VER CARD.
**** IJOC BURNUe CARD (12f 6.2) (ONLY IF IBOC=1)
JoC JU ( (I,IS)GWD/flTh BOC RiGION BUR NUPS FOR CYCLE IS.
NREG (IS) ELNTRIES, 12 ENTRIES / CARD.
iNu OF CYCLE (IS) DATA - i;PEAT SET FOR NEIT CYCLE.
AFTF LAST CYLLk DATA SET, PUT A BLANK CARD.




elaborate on those items in Table A.1 which need further clarification
or which are very important.
In the table, the variable name as used in the program is given
along with the columns where it should be input. The type of the
variable is also given (I for integer, R for real and A for alphanumeric).
Note that no decimal points may be used with integer data, but that they
should be used with real data. The subscripts, if any are given and the
units appropriate to the code are also specified along with a description
of the input quantity.
Sample cases are given in Section A.l.2 for an example. The cases
are a base case with sequential cycles followed by two equilibrium cycle
cases. These cases demonstrate many of the input options such as shuffle
data, edge data and BOC region burnup input. The cases are marked up to
identify the various parameters.
Every case begins with a title card. This card is used to title the
output and as such appears at the top of each page.
The title card is followed by case data cards A and B. Card A contains
integer data while card B contains real data. Only the first two parameters
on cards A and B are required. The parameters NBU, NRICH, ISO and INFIT
specify if specific sets of input are also to be entered. NBU and NRICH
must be entered for the first case in a set of cases since the km table must
be input in some manner. The debug print option should be used only when
necessary to determine the cause of an undetermined problem. This option
prints a significant amount of intermediate data out chiefly through the
subroutine BUGOUT which is a generalized routine for printing arrays.
The values of W and a on card B are the two most important quantities
to be entered. W is the W. parameter in the basic FLARE equation and a is
J
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the albedo. W by definition is the probability that a neutron born in
an assembly will be absorbed in a single adjacent assembly. W usually
has a value in the range of 0.10 to 0.14 and a usually has a value in
the range of 0.25 to 0.40. See Section 3.3.1 for a discussion on the
sensitivity of these parameters.
If a sensitivity study on W and a is desired, the variables NW,
NA, DELW and DELA should be entered on case data cards A and B. This
will produce a NWxNA matrix of cases using different combinations of
W and cL. The first case uses the input values of W and a and succeeding
cases change the relative values by DELW and DELA. Thus one can easily
perform a sensitivity study on the combinations of W and c.
Also, on case data card B are the minimum and maximum enrichments
allowed in an enrichment search. From experience, limits on the feed
enrichment during a search are necessary to preclude wild fluctuations which
could possibly occur in the feed enrichment. The variable BUDIF allows one
to have a uniform burnup distribution over a specified burnup range to
enable split regions to discharge a higher burnup than the region average.
This option is discussed fully in Section 2.8. The cycle bias factor
is an adjustment term which is applied to each cycle. Each k. is divided
by this cycle bias factor. The core height is used to calculate the axial
leakage effect using a default curve for 12 foot cores. The loading and
power are used to convert from burnup units to time units and do not have
to be entered unless appropriate cycle times are desired.
The burnup array is entered only on option. All tabular data uses
this array as a base and therefore, all the data must be consistent with
it. The default set is the data 0, 4, 8, ... , 48 GWD/MTU.
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The BIAS input is generally used only to account for the effects
of axial leakage effects as a function of burnup. However, it can be
used as a general bias factor depending on the need. The region k0 are
divided by this bias factor.
The burnable poison worth can be entered in a functional form or
in a tabular form. In either case the data is for the worth of one BP
rod in a representative assembly as a function of burnup. This should
include the worth of the poison, the displacement of moderator and the
non-poison contribution such as clading or filler.
The input for the different fuel types is input next. Note that the
data can add to existing data or create a new data set and also that the
data can be input in tabular or functional form. The enrichment and fuel
type are used to denote each different fuel data set. The enrichment can
be used to denote the w/o of U-235, the w/o of plutonium or the w/o of U-233
or any other parameter (such as H/u ratio) which may want to be varied. It
is best to maintain some deviation between enrichments when interpolation
will be done. At least 0.1 w/o difference between enrichments of the same
fuel type is recommended to insure that the secondary parameters do not
become important and distort the true variation of kg as a function of
enrichment. The fuel type allows one to differentiate between different
fuel data sets where another parameter other than enrichment is important.
This could correspond to different vendor's fuel, stainless versus zircaloy
clad or different recycle batches of plutonium fuel. The power to fission
ratio is important only for significantly different fuel types such as
uranium and plutonium fuel. This corresponds to an average value of K/V,
but since it is only a weighting function, any multiple will suffice. For
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example, with all uranium fuel, an input of 1.00 for all enrichments is
fine.
The k data may be entered as coefficients in a polynomial function
or in a tabular form. In any case the k, data should include xenon,
samarium and full power doppler, but they should not contain any soluble
boron.
The isotopic information can either be ignored, default generated or
it can be input. The only use is to be interpolated at the discharge burnup
for each batch for input to a fuel cost program. The data as input is
interpolated, so the information should be in the desired end units.
The coefficient data is presently not used. The only input which has
any effect is the boron worth entry which serves as a flag. When the boron
worth is specified, each depletion step will include a search for a
uniformly distributed poison to maintain core criticality.
Separate cycle data must be entered for each cycle for which a
calculation is to be performed. Cycle 21 is an equilibrium cycle calculation
and is independent of the other cycles. One can do just an equilibrium
cycle, just a sequential series of cycles or both. The sequential series
must always start with input for cycle 1 and include all cycles until the
last one desired. The beginning of cycles region burnups may be entered
for any cycle including the first. So cycle 1 may in fact be a later
cycle with specified beginning of cycle region burnups. For cycle 1, no
shuffle specification is needed, but the information for each region must
be input. For succeeding cycles, only the information for the feed regions
need to be entered. This information consists of the number of assemblies,
an identifying ID, the fuel type and enrichment and the assembly average
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loading if it is different from the reference core average.
The search parameter can vary between cycles. The search for the
cycle burnup allows one to determine what burnup capability exists for
a particular cycle. The search for the end of cycle k ef is generally
used for verification when the cycle burnup and feed enrichments are
well known. The feed enrichment search allows the program to calculate
the feed enrichment to produce the required cycle lifetime. This search
procedure should be used with care since one is trying to influence
the whole core with a change in only a fraction of the core. Large
fluctuations in enrichment are possible.
The EOC k which is desired is an input variable. This allows
one to account for an early shutdown or a coastdown by inputtingvalues
respectively greater than 1.000 and less than 1.000.
The cycle burnup, cycle time and capacity factor are three variables;
only two of which are independent. If any two are entered, the third is
calculated. If all three are entered, the cycle time will be recalculated.
Note that the cycle time and capacity factor do not include the refueling
shutdown which is handled separately. The only variable which is actually
used in the calculation is the cycle burnup. The other parameters are
calculated only for editting and fuel cost input preparation.
The fuel shuffle can normally be calculated by the program. The
program assumes that the assemblies are shuffled directly from the previous
cycle. The feed regions are the highest number regions and the regions
from the previous cycle are kept in the same order. The discharged
assemblies are taken from region 1 first, then region 2, and so forth
until the number of discharged assemblies in the previous cycle equals
the number of feed assemblies. The automated shuffle will not work when
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assemblies are being reinserted after at least one cycle in the spent
fuel pit or when the lowest number region is not to be discharged. Also
if the program is to calculate the edge data, it assumes that the regions
are ordered in the manner such that the lowest number is at the center and
the highest number is furthest out in the periphery. Therefore, if any
assemblies other than feed assemblies are desired in the periphery, an
explicit shuffle must be input.
When the shuffle is input both the number of assemblies in each region
and where the region came from has to be entered. The description of the
previous location is given by a number of the form 100 + K + J where K is
the cycle number and J is the region number. For example, 903 implies that
that region came from region 3 in cycle 9. The code will accept any cycle
number less than the current cycle number and any number of assemblies may
be transferred as long as it doesn't exceed the number available. For the
equilibrium cycle, K must always be 21. The feed regions are also entered
but in this case K is zero and J is the feed number (1, 2 or 3). If
assemblies are to come from another unit, they should be treated as feed
regions with the BOC burnup also input.
The edge data can also be generated automatically by the code. The
edge data consists of the number of assembly sides of a region adjoining
another specified region. The number of total edges is four times the
number of assemblies in a region. Also, the number of edges between two
regions is the same independent of the reference region. Some edges also
are on the exterior of the core. The total number of these edges is four
times the number of assembly rows across the core. The data is given
by the reference region, then the adjoining regions and the number of
common edges. The periphery is entered as region zero. A blank card is
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entered to signify the end of the edge data information.
The beginning of cycle burnups may be entered on option. Any
non-zero entries will over-ride any calculated burnups. Thus the burnups
need only be entered for those regions whose burnups are to be specified.
The other regions will use the calculated values. The beginning of cycle
burnup are not used in an equilibrium cycle calculation, and hence their
input will be ignored.
The cycle data is input on a cycle by cycle basis. A blank card
is placed after the last cycle input to signify the end of the data for
that case.
Cases may be stacked. The tabular data is saved from case to case
and options exist to save some of the other data between cases. All
other data must be reentered.
A.l.2 Sample Input
A small input deck has been generated to demonstrate the use of many
of the various input options. The simple deck consists of five stacked
cases and is listed on the following pages. These cases were also used to
generate the sample output described in Section A.2.2.
The first case reads in the tabular data for three enrichments and
four burnups. Generally, more burnup steps should be used, but for
clarity only four were used in this case. The first case calculates the
equilibrium cycle enrichment corresponding to a cycle length of 11.0 GWD/MITM
and an end of cycle k of 1.0010 which would correspond to residual
soluble boron of 10 ppm. The edge data is input in this case.
FLAC iEST CASE -




















































0 11. 0.0 1.0010
4 28
00 4 96
CASL - 3 LOUP, 3 REGIO3 CHLCKERBOARD CORLL
4 1 0 -1 0 11.
6 3.1
CASL - 3 LUOP, 3 ixLGION
4 1 0 2 0 11.
- 3.10 ;/0
0. 1.001
CHLCKERBOARD - AUTO , 3.20 W/0
0. 1.001








FLAC TST CAi - 3 LOOP, 3 REGION RING AUTO - 3.20 h/0
157 15
. 115 .jo
21 1 1 4 1 0 1 0 11. 0. 1.001
52 0 B, 0 3.2
3 LOOP CORL - CYLUS 1-8 2.1/2.6/3. 1 CY 1, 3. 2 FLED - 3 REGION
157 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.115 .30
1 3 1 3 3 0 2 0 14.5 900. 1.001
53 0 1 0 2.1
52 0 2 0 2.6
52 0 . 0 3.1
0.0 0.80 0.20
2 1 1 4 1 0 2 0 11. 0 1.001
52 0 4 0 3.2
3 1 1 4 1 0 2 0 11. a 1.001
52 u 5 0 3.2
4 1 1 4 1 0 2 0 11. 0 1.001
52 0 b U 3.2
5 1 1 4 1 0 2 0 11. 0 1.001
52 0 7 0 3.2
6 1 1 4 1 0 2 0 11. 0 1.001
52 0 8 0 3.2
7 1 1 4 1 0 2 0 11. 0 1.001
52 0 9 0 3.2
8 1 1 4 1 0 2 0 11. 1 1.001
52 0 10 0 3.2
I I
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The second case is also an equilibrium cycle calculation, but the
search is on cycle burnup given a 3.10 w/o feed. The edge data from the
previous case is used in this case.
The third case is an equilibrium cycle searching on the cycle burnup,
but with a feed of 3.20 w/o and the edge data generated automatically
assuming a checkerboard interior.
The fourth case is the same as the third case except that a ring
interior is assumed for the generation of the edge data.
The fifth case consists of cycles 1 through 8 starting with initial
enrichments of 2.1, 2.6 and 3.1 w/o in cycle land feeding 52 assemblies
at 3.2 w/o each cycle afterwards. Cycle 1 has burnable poisons and a
search on k is made. In succeeding cycles, a burnup search is performed.
eff




The output in FLAC is relatively straight-forward and easily understood.
There are four different parts to the input - the case data summary, the
tabular data edit, the cycle summary and the region summary. A sample output
is given in SectionA2.2.
The case data summary merely edits the case input data in a convenient
format. The leading lines are printed on the top of each page and give the
page number, program name and the case title.
The tabular data is editted next, but it is only given with the first
case to reduce redundant printing. The tabular data edits the ko, as a
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function of burnup and enrichment, the BP worth and axial bias factor as
a function of burnup and the isotopic data as a function of burnup and
enrichment. The data is editted in the same units as entered.
The cycle summary consists of a separate page summarizing each
cycle which was calculated in the case. The first items given are the
cycle number and which parameter was to be calculated that cycle (EOL
k ff burnup, feed enrichment). Then the general cycle data is presented.
This data includes the cycle burnup, the effective full power hours (EFPH),
the elapsed cycle time and corresponding capacity factor, the end of
life k eff the number of burnable poisons and the total core loading.
The batch average data is given next. This data presents the data
pertinent to each batch. This includes the enrichment, fuel type and number
of assemblies in each batch. The number of assemblies discharged from each
batch at the end of. the cycle is also given. A negative number here implies
that this batch is being used in succeeding cycles, but that more assemblies
are being used than are available. Thus, in most cases a negative number
signifies an error in the input. The source is just the shuffle input
describing the cycle and region from which that batch came. The region ID
is the region identifier which is input for each feed region. The region
average beginning of cycle and end of cycle burnups are given for each batch
in the core.
The depletion data gives the core keff and region power sharings as
a function of burnup. The data given corresponds to the indicated burnup
and the power sharings are used to deplete the region over the next time
step. The power sharings are normalized to a core average value of 1.000.
The edge data summarizes the region to region coupling that was being
used for that cycle's analysis: for each region, the total number of edges
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available (four times the number of assemblies), the number of edges
used and the number of edges adjacent to the exterior and each region.
A mismatch between the number of edges available and the total number
of edges used indicates an input error.
The region summary lists each region and gives data pertinent for a
fuel cost calculation. Each region is given along with the cycle in which
it was a feed and the initial enrichment and fuel type. The region
discharge burnup is calculated by averaging the discharge burnups of each
discharge batch corresponding to that region. The individual batches are
also given. A batch is here referred to as that part of a region which
is discharged at the same time. Each batch is indicated by the cycle and
region from which it was discharged. Corresponding to each batch, the
burnup and elasped time along with the discharge isotopic information is
given. The elapsed time includes the cycle time and refueling shutdown
time from when the fuel was initially inserted to when it was discharged
and includes any intermediate time in the spent fuel pit. The discharge
isotopic information is interpolated from the tabular data in the same
manner as the k given the enrichment, fuel type and discharge burnup.
When the last case has been completed, a message is printed out and
the program exits.
A debug option exists which will print out a significant amount of
intermediate data. Most of the data is editted using the subroutine BUGOUT
for convenience. The BUGOUT edit always includes the array name and
subscripts, so determination of the variable corresponding to the debug
data is not difficult.
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A.2.2 Sample Output
Listed on the following pages are sections of the output corresponding
to the sample input. Only representative edits are given, but the case
titles are given for future comparison purposes.
**** FLAC
ELAC TEST CASS - 3 LOOP, L REGION CHLCK2RBOAtD COFE - ENRICi SEARCH
NUJME" OF ASSEABLIES....
ASSEMALI S ACIWSs CORL..
COEE- fHL GiT.............
AViRAGE CORE LOADING....
Coat TriERMAL POWEP ......
PRY(3B. OF AHS6R. (W)...








































FLAC TESr C1Sa - 3 LOOP, 3 iEGION ClHECKFf!OARL COkL - ENhlCli SEARCH
K .:AF VEESUS URNiP AND FNI(lCHLENT
ENtICIiMENT 2.600 2.900 3.100
FUL TYPE 0 0 0
POW E R/FIS. 1.0OO 1.000 1.000
Bh1i'N UP B1 AS2 BP WRTH K E;] F
1.000 1.0000 '900.00 1.24408 1.26936 1.28405
8. O0u 1.0000 350.00 1.15416 1. 18096 1. 19698
20.000 1.0000 25.00 1.02446 1.05247 1.06978
36.000 1.000C 20.00 0.38b46 0.91329 0.92983
FLAC TEST CASE' - 3 LOOP, 3 REGION CHECFIE2OARD COi - LNRICII SEARCH
ISOTOPIC UATA ( U ) VESUS BURINUP AND LNRICIHENT
2. 600 2.900 3.100
1.000 O.9934 0.9984 0.9984
6.000 0.9878 0.9878 0.9878
20.000 0.9712 0.(712 0.9712
36.000 0.%524 U.,9524 0.5524
***FLAC -**
1 4
**** FL AC v***
FLAC TEST CASE - 3 LOOP, 3 bIGION CHECKERBOARD CORL - LNRICH SLARCh
ISOTOPIC DATA (U-35) VELSUS BURNUP AND ENRICHIMNT
2.600 2.900 3.100
1.000 2.4826 2.781) 2.9814
.000 1.7934 2.0757 2.2653
20.000 1.G048 1.2292 1.3838
36.000 0.4222 0.5558 0.6520
**** E LAC ****
FLAC TE'S': CAS1 - .3 LOOP, 3 REGION CHECKERBOARD COhE - ENRICH SEARCh
ISOTOPIC DATA ( PU ) VEPSUS BURNUP AND LNRICHMENT
2.6)0 2.90O 3.100
1.000 5424 0. 5320 0.5257
8.0ou 3.3313 3.3194 J.3105
20.0O 5.6175 5.7103 5.7629
36.000 b.6372 6.8515 6.9805
**** FLAC ****
iLAC TEST CASJ - 3 L00, 3 EEGION CHECKELDOARD COHE - ENHICL SEARCH
CYCLE 21
SEARCI PARAMETEH..FEED 1




















iRNT1 IC fi NHT
FUE'*;L TYPE
ASSLABLIES









































































R EGION AVAIL. TO'iAL LXT'i KlO 1 2 3 4
1 4 00 4
2 208 208 0 0 0 13 28
3 208 208 0 4 180 0 24
4 203 20 6 0 28 24 C6
. i
*'*** FLAC ***
FLAC TEST CASE - 3 LOOP, 3 [GION CHECrERBOARD COI - ENHICH SZARCII
REGION SUMI1ALFY
rEGION; FtE:D IN CYCL ?NhICH iTYPE ASMDLY DIS BU











*J 4** IFLAC *,***

























































































































**** FLAC ** **
FLLC TEST CASE - 3 LOOP, 3 REGION CHECKERPOARD - AUTO , 3.2G W/O
CYCLE 21
SEAR Cil PAr AMET ER.. BURNUP
INUL............ 10.934
LF P.I . 262409.
CYCLL TIML........13667.1
SiUTDuVJ LNGTH. .. 42. 
CAPAClTY FACTOR. 80.0
EOL KEFF........ 1.0010


















































































RI.GlON10 AVAIL. 70'1AL EXTEIOL 1 2 3 4
1 4 4 u 0 0 4 0
2 208 208 0 0 14 171 23
3 208 20d 0 4 171 4 29
4 208 208 60 0 23 29 96
f i
**** FLAC l'**
FLAC TLST - 3 100P, 3 iRTGICN HING AUTO - 3.20 W/0
CYCLE 21
SEARCl1 VAbAMlTlP..JRNUP
BURNU11P... . . .







E N hICH1 c EN T
FULL TYPE
ASSELI E1.1 F S




















































































1 LGION AVAIL. TOTA L iXTERIOR 1 2 3 4
*1 44 0 0 4 0 0
2 208 208 0 4 168 36 0
3 208 208 0 0 36 120 52
4 208 208 60 0 0 52 96
I I
*C*** FLAC *4**








































































































**** F LAC ****




IE'PII... .... ... .. .. 249076.




















































































































ENIC U5N L'.TYI"FAEL 1'L IYE


































































































1 2 3 4
0 0 4 0
0 14 171 23
4 171 4 29
0 23 96
i I
3 LOOP CURE - CYCLES 1-8
CYCLE 4
SE ARCH PAiRAPMLTER..BURNUP
BUtNU . . .......... 11.107
EFPH. ............... 266572.




NUdIBEJX OF BPS...... 0.
LOADING........... 1.000
EN RI -IIH.1i'E"NT
F U -L T YE
ASS~1 v3LPS




E 0C 3) 1 NU J 1























9.i5 1 U.990 1.110
0 .d69 0.99j6 1.107








































I 2 3 4










3 LOOP CORE - CYCLES T 1-6 2.1/2.6/3.1 CY 1, 3.2 FEED - 3 RLGION
REGIION SUMMARY

















































































The FLAC program is a relatively simple and straight forward computer
program. It consists of 14 subroutines and functions arranged in basically
a linear fashion. The flow-chart of the subroutines is depicted in Figure A.l.
The program is written exclusively in FORTRAN IV and should be operable
on either IBM or CDC machines.
The subroutine MAIN is merely a controller for the program. The block
DATA routine supplies the default data. All of the input data is entered
through the routine READIN. READIN uses a fixed format input with all the
formats listed at the end of the subroutine. Automatic generation of data
is accomplished in the subroutine PREP. Here the shuffle array and edge
data can be generated. Also in this routine is the calculation of the
axial leakage correction factor, the fuel isotopic data fit and the number
of discharge assemblies from each region in each cycle. The subroutine
INEDIT is then called to edit the basic input information. This completes
the problem setup. The next group of subroutines actually solve the problem.
The subroutine CALC sets up the calculation for each cycle except the
equilibrium cycle and calls the subroutine CYCALC which does the calculation.
For each cycle, CALC sets up the beginning of cycle burnup and the region
parameters (enrichment, fuel type, number of assemblies). After the
calculation for each cycle has been completed, the subroutine CYEDIT is
called to edit the cycle data.
The equilibrium cycle calculation is performed in the subroutine
EQCALC. It performs the same function as CALC only for the equilibrium









in EQCALC since the parameters for the equilibrium cycle are so interlocking.
EQCALC also calls CYCALC and CYEDIT.
The actual cycle calculation is done in CYCALC. Here the matrix is
set up, the cycle depletion performed and the search for the desired
parameter is accomplished. CYCALC is set up to do a straight depletion
or a Haling calculation. It calls the function TERP to supply the k.
at the desired enrichment and burnup and calls SOLVE to actually solve
the eigenvalue problem.
The subroutine CYEDIT edits the cycle data. The only calculations
performed are the calculations of capacity factor or cycle time and the
effective full power hours for editting purposes.
After the calculation has been performed for each cycle, the routine
RGEDIT is called to generate the region edit. In this routine the fuel
cost data set is generated, so coupling with a fuel cost code would be
initiated in this subroutine.
Two output routines are called throughout the program. One is HEAD
which puts a page heading with the case title at the top of each page.
The other routine is BUGOUT which is used extensively for debug printing.
BUGOUT only is executed if the debug flag is on. It prints out real or
integer variables by specifying the array name, appropriate subscripts
and the data.
A.3.2 Program Variables
All of the important variables are in labeled common blocks. The
same variable names are used in every subroutine where data is passed
through common. All the common blocks and variables in them are listed in
Table A.2 along with a description of the variable. Standard FORTRAN
126
typing nomenclature is used except where noted. All the real variables
are single precision except for the variables in the subroutine SOLVE
which are double precision. The three real variables transferred to
































Case title in A4
Number of assemblies
Real equivalent of NASS
Number of assembly rows
Number of peripheral assemblies
Total core loading
Total core height
Discharge burnup variation parameter
Iosotpic information generation option
Probability of absorption in one
neighboring assembly for neutron born
in an assembly
Albedo
Minimum and maximum enrichments for a
feed enrichment search
Haling calculation option





























Number of values of ALPHA to be used
in the sequence of cases
Number of values of W to be used in the
sequence of cases
Change in ALPHA between different values






Signifies if a "boron search" is to be











Number of burnups in the table
Number of enrichments in the table
Burnups for tabular data in increasing order
Enrichments for tabular data in any order
Fuel type corresponding to each enrichment
Axial bias factor as a function of burnup
Worth of a burnable poison rod in one
assembly as a function of burnup
General bias factor





ISOTOP (20,20,6) (Real) Isotopic data as a function of
burnup for each enrichment and for
different sets of isotopic parameters
POWFIS (20) Power (K) to fission (v) ratio for each
enrichment
Common Block /CYCL1/
ClRICH (10) Enrichments for each of the first cycle
regions
ClTYPE (10) (Integer) Fuel type for each region in
cycle 1
ClID (10) Individual assembly loading for each region
in cycle 1
NAC1 (10) Number of assemblies in each region in
cycle 1
Common Block /FEED/
NAFEED (21,3) The number of feed assemblies in each
cycle for each feed number
FTYPE (21,3) (Integer) Type of fuel for each cycle
and each feed
FLOAD (21,3) The assembly loading for each cycle for
each feed
FRICH (21,3) The feed enrichment for each cycle and
each feed
FID (21,3) The feed alphanumeric label (A4) for each
cycle and each feed
Common Block /CYDAT/
ISURCH (21) Search parameter for each cycle
ISHUF (21) Shuffle generation option for each cycle
BP (21) Number of burnable poison rods for each
cycle





























End of cycle k for each cycle
Number of feed regions in each cycle
Number of regions in each cycle
Total core loading for each cycle
Capacity factor for each cycle
Elapsed cycle time for each cycle
Refueling shutdown length for each cycle
Edge data generation option for each cycle
Edge data packed according to IEDGE. The
first number is of the form 100* I + J
where I, J are the adjoining regions and
the second number is the number of common
edges
Location of last data item in NEDGE for
each cycle. Data for Cycle I is between
IEDGE (I-1) + 1 and IEDGE (I)
Number of assemblies in each region in
each cycle
Shuffle parameter for each region in each
cycle. It gives the region and cycle.
number from which those assemblies came
from
Fraction of burnable poisons in each region
in each cycle
Beginning of cycle burnup in each region
and in each cycle
End of cycle burnup in each region and
in each cycle
Index for each region and each cycle
specifying the cycle (K) and feed number
(J) in that cycle that was the original
source of this region. The number is of




NADIS (15,21) The number of assemblies discharged from
each region in each cycle
Common Block /CYDEP/
BSHARE (15,10) The power sharings in each region at the
different depletion steps for a particular
cycle
BBU (10) The core burnups for the depletion steps
for the cycle
BKEFF (10) The core keff at each depletion step for
the cycle
NBBU - The number of depletion steps
Common Block /EDGE/
IDGE (15,20) Storage for edge data in a full matrix




On the following pages is the listing of the FLAC computer code for
IBM computers. Change cards for modification of the program to enable
running on a CDC computer are included as comments with CDC in columns 1-3.
PROGRA& FLAC(INPUTOUTPUTPUNCH,TAPE5=INPUTTAPE6=OUTPUT,
1 TAPE7=PUNCH)
PROGRAM fLAC - FLARE BASED CYCLING PROGRAM
WRITTEN UY CHARLES L. BEARD, JR. SPRING 1978
NUCLEAR ANGINEElING DEPARTMENT, MIT
NOW WITH WESTINGHOUSE NUCLEAR FUEL DIVISION
PARTIAL FUNDING BY YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC CO.
COMMON /TABL1/ NBU,NRICHBURNUP(20),ENRICH(20),ITYPE(



























COMMON /COST / IFCOST





















































































COMMON /TABL2/ KINF(20,20),ISOTOP (20,20,6),POWFIS(20)
REAL KINF,ISOTOP










BPFRAC (15,21) ,BoCbU (15,21) ,EOCBU (15,2
IDXREG(15,21) ,NADIS(15,21)
/CYCLI/ C1RICH(10),CITYPE(10),C1ID(10),C1LOAD
/FEED / NAFLED(21,3),FTYPE (21,3),LOAD(21,3),
F ID (21, 3)
FTYPE,C1TYPE
/COST / IFCOST
/COEF / COFlT(11) ,TEMP(2) ,BWRTHDPWHTHXEWRTH
DATA BURNUP / 0., 4., 8., 12.,
44., 48., 7*0. /
DATA NBU,NRICH / 13,0 /
DATA BPWRTH / 20*0.0 /
DATA ISUtiCHfISHUFNEDGEIEDGE /
DATA IFLDGE / 21*0 /
DATA NAC1/ 10*0 /
DATA COFITTEMP,BWRTHDPWRTHXE
DATA BPFRAC / 315*0.0 /
DATA ISOTOP / 2400*0.0 /






16., 20., 24., 28., 32., 36., 40.,
42*0, 2021*0 /























































































COMMON /BASIC/ TITLE (20) , NASSANASS,NADIAM, NALPHA, ULOAD,HEIGHT,
BUDIF,ISO,W,ALPIHA,ELIM(2),IHALPOWER,DEBUG
LOGICAL DEBUG
DIM-ENSION ARRAY (13,J3) ,NAME(2)
IF (.NOT.DEBUG)
IF (13.GT.1.OR.J























105 FOR N AT(10X,A4,A2
GO TO 100






NAE,I,J, (ARRAY (K,J) ,K=IpI)
,A2, 1=, I12)
,A2, 1H=,t 12.5)

































































COMMON /TABL1/ NBUNRICHBURNUP(20) ,ENRICH(20) ,ITYPE(20) ,BIAS (2




COMMON /BASIC/ TITLE(20) ,NASSANASSNADIAMNALPHAULOADHEIGHT,











NFEED(21) ,NREG(21) ,CYLOAD(21),CAPFAC(21) ,CYTIM(21),
SDLEN (21) , IFEDGE (21)
NEDGE (2,1000) ,LEDGE (21) ,N AREG (15,21) ,JSHUF (15,21),
BPFRAC(15,21),BOCBU (15,21),EOCBU(15,21),
IDXREG(15,21) ,NADIS(15,21)
CltICH (10),C1 TYPE (10),C1ID (10) ,C1LOAD(10) ,NAC1 (10)
FUNCTION TERP -- INTERPOLATION FUNCTION FOR ARRAYS BASED ON
B3URNUP AND ENRICH. DOUBLE INTERPOLATION UNING 3 POINT FIT.
BUENUP FiT IS O NE POINT BELOW AND TWO ABOVE IF POSSIBLE.
ENRICH FIR IS ONE POINT BELOW, ONE POINT ABOVE AND NEXT
CLOSLST POINT IF THIS IS POSSIBLE. ENRICH FIT WILL AUTO-
DEGENERATE TO LINEAR IF EXTRAPOLATION REQUIRED.
VARlALBES IN CALL STATEMENT ARE -
B BURNUP AT WHICH DATA IS WANTED
E ENRICHMENT AT WHICH DATA IS WANTED
IT TYPE OF FUEL - INTERPOLATION USES ONLY THAT FUEL TYPE
XX(20,20) ARRAY TO BE INTERPOLATED - FiRST INDEX IS
BURNUP, SECOND INDEX IS ENRICH
IOPT OPTION, IF =1, THEN JUST CALLED WITH A NEW ARRAY -
POINT AND INTERPOLATION CONSTANTS SAME AS LAST CALL
IF =2, THEN INTERPOLATE ONLY ON ENRICHMENT.
KB (REAL) K BIAS VALUE








































COMMON /kEED / NAFEED(21,3),FTYPE (21,3),FLOAD(21,3),FRICH(21,3),
1 FID(21,J)
INTLGER FTYPE,C1TYPE
COMAUN /COST / IFCOST
COMMON /COEF / COFIT (11) ,TEMP(2),BWRTHDPWRTH,XEWRTH
REAL KB
DIMENSION XX(20,20) EM/N(3),INDEX(3)
DATA IERR / 0 /
IF (IOPT.z&Q.1) GO TO 65























/ (BURNUP (11) -BURNUP (13))/
(BURNUP (12) -BURN UP (13))
KB=B1*JIAS (11) +B2*IBIAS (12) +B3*DIAS(13)





















































IF (ITYPE(K).NE.IT) GO TO
ERIR=ENRICH (K)-E
IF (ERR.LT.U.0) GO TO 15
IF (ERR.EQ.0.0) GO TO 20
IF (EMIN(2).LT.ERR) GO TO
iF (EMIN(2).EQ.EfRR) GO TO
ER=ABS (EMIIN (2))
KK=INDEX(2)




IF (EMIN(1).GT.ERR) GO TO
































































EMIN (K) = 100.







IF (EMIN(J).GT.EMIN(K)) GO TO 40
EE=E&IN(K)
EMIN(K) =EliIN(J)





If (N.rQ.0) WRITE (106,102) IT
IF (N.EQ.0) IERR=IERR+1
IF (N.EQ.0.) GO TO 70




























































E1= (ENRICH (J2) -E) * (ENRICH (J3) -E)/
1 (ENRICH (J3)-ENRICH (J1))
E2= (N RICH (J1) -E) *(ENRICH (J3) -E) /
2 (ENlCH (J3)-ENi ICH (J2))
E3= (ENRICH (J1) -E) *(ENRICH (J2) -E) /
3 (ENRICH (J2)-ENRICH (J3))
65 CONTINUE
IF (LOPT.NE.2) GO TO 66
TLRP= t14*XX(J1,1) + E2*XX(J2,1) +
GO TO 70
66 CONTINUE
X1= B1*XX(11,J1) + B2*XX
X2= B1*XX(I1,J2) + B2*XX
X3= B1*XX(I1,J3) + B2*XX
TERP=E1*X1+E2*X2+E3*X3
70 CONTINUE
IF (DEBUG) WRITE (106,10
























101 FORMAT (10X,11HTERP AT BU= ,F9.3,3H E=,F6.2,7H,
1 E12.5)










































c. THE FOLLOWING INPUT FORMAT IS USED. FOR MULTIPLE CASES STACK THE
C DECKS. THE PROGRAM WILL CHECK FOR END OF DATA.
c
C INPUT PARAMETERS IN ORDER ARE:
C
C COLS. PARAM. TYPE SUBPT UNITS
C
C
**** TITLE CARD (20A4)
1-80 TITLE A (20)
**** CASE DATA CARD A
1- 3 NASS I
4- 6 NADIAM I
7- 9 NBU I
10-12 NRICH I
DESCRIPTION
-- FULL CARD OF TITLE DATA FOR CASE
(2413)
-- -- NUMBER OF ASSEMBLIES IN WHOLE CORE
-- -- NUMBER OF ASSEMBLIES ACROSS CORE
-- -- NUMBER OF BURNUPS IN INTERPOLATION
TABLE. IF NOT ENTERED, USE DEFAULT
OR PREVIOUS CASE DURNUPS.
IF =-1, THEN TABLES INPUT AS
COEFFICIENTS OF DEFINED FUNCTIONS
AS IN SIMULATE.
-- -- NUMBER OF K INF. SETS TO BE READ
IN. IF =0, USE DEFAULT OR PREVIOUS
CASE DATA, IF >0, REPLACE PREVIOUS







































































































19-24 ELIM a (2) W/O
MINIMUM FEED ENRICHMENT IN SEARCH
MAXIMUM FEED 'ENRICHMENT IN SEARCH
MANY NEW SETS TO PREVIOUS SETS.
-- -- IF =1, READ IN ISOTOPIC DATA ALONG
WITH K INF. DATA.
IF =-1, GENERATE ISOTOPIC DATA FROM
MUDDLE FIT.
-- -- IF =1, PREPARE DATA SET FOR A FUEL
CYCLE COST CALCULATION.
-- -- IF =1-, READ IN FIT DATA.
-- -- IF =1, A HALING CALCULATION WILL BE
DONE FOR EACH CYCLE.
-- -- IF =1, DEBUG PRINT OPTION
-- -- NU&BER OF DIFFERENT VALUES OF W TO
USE. IF NOT ENTERED, SET TO 1.
-- -- NUMBER OF DIFFERENT VALUES OF ALPHA
TO USE. IF NOT ENTERED, SET TO 1.
D B (12F6.2)
-- -- PROBABILITY THAT A NEUTRON BORN IN
AN ASSEMBLY WILL BE ABSORBED IN AN
ADJACENT ASSEMBLY. DEFAULT = 0. 115.










































































IF NOT INPUT, SET TO 4.5
BURNUP DIFFERENCE FOR SPLIT REGION
BURNUP OF SPLIT REGION IS GIVEN BY
BU = AVG.BU - BUDiF*(1-N KEPT)/N)
-- -- K EFF BIAS FACIOR - DIVIDES INTO K
-- FEET CORE HEIGHT FOR GENERATION OF AXIAL
BIAS FACTOR AS A FCN OF BURNUP.
-- MTM TOTAL CORE AVERAGE LOADING.
-- MW T TOTAL CORE POWER.
-- -- INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN W TO BE USED
TO GENERATE NW-1 VALUES OF W AFTER
THE BASE INPUT VALUE.
-- -- INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN ALPHA TO BE
USED TO GENERATE NA-1 VALUES OF
ALPHA AFTER THE BASE INPUT VALUE.




(I) GWD/MT BURNUP ARRAY IN ORDER OF INCREASING
BURNUP. 12 ITEMS PER CARD, UP TO 20
ENTRIES READ IN. ONLY READ IN IF
NBU>0, THEN NBU ENTRIES READ
C **** AXIAL BIAS CARDS (6E12.5)
BIAS R (I)
(ONLY IF NBU>0, HEIGHT=0)
-- AXIAL BIAS FACTOR AS A FUNCTION BU,




















































NBU ENTRIES CORRESPONDING TO
BURNUP (I), 6 ENTRIES PER CARD.




































R (I) PC& WORTH OF
FUNCTION
IF NBU>O.
***'* BP COEFFICIENT CARD
B R (M)
**** ENRICHMENT CARDS (
ENRICH It (I)




ONE BP ROD/ ASSEMBLY AS A
OF BUR N UP (I) . ENT ER ED ONLY
NBU ENTRIES, 6 PER CARD.
(ONLY IF NBU<O)
-- COEFFICIENTS ,OF FUNCTION FOR WORTH
OF ONE BP ROD/ASSEMBLY. FUNCTION IS
B(1)*(1.0 + B(2)*BU + B(3)*BU**2 +
B(4)*BU**3 + B(5)*BU**5)
WHERE BU IS THE BURNUP IN GWD/MTU.
12F 6.2) (ONLY IF NRICH NE 0)
W/o ENRICHMENT CORRESPONDING TO EACH
DATA SET. W/0 U-235 OR W/0 PU.





**** POWER/FISSION RATIO CARDS (12F6. 0)

























































(I) MEV/N POWER TO FISSION SOURCE RATIO FOR
EACH FUEL TYPE. (KAPPA/NU) NRICH
VALUES, 12 PER CARD.
(6E 12.5)
R (IJ)
(ONLY IF NRICH NE 0, NBU GE 0)
-- K INF CORRESPONDING TO BURNUP (1)
FOR ENRICHMENT J. NBU VALUES FOR
EACH SET, 6 VALUES PER CARD, NRICH
SETS.
C























**** ISOTOPIC DATA CARDS
-- COEFFICIENTS OF FUNCTION FOR K INF.
AS A FUNCTION OF BURNUP. ONE SET
ENTERED FOR EACH ENRICHMENT.
THE FUNCTION IS OF THE FORM:
K INF = B(1)*Z1*Z2
Z1=1.O-B(2) - B(3)*(1.O+B(4)*BU)
Z2=1.0 - 1(5)*BU + b(6)*BU**2 +
B(7)*BU**3 + B(8)*BU**4
WHERE BU IS BURNUP IN GWD/MTU.
NOTE THAT B(1) TO B(8) ARE TO BE
ENTERED, SO 2 CARDS/SET ARE NEEDED.
(6E12.5) (ONLY IF ISO=1, NRICH NE 0)
ISOTOP R (1,J,1)KG/NTM URANIUM CONTENT AS A FUNCTION OF
BURNUP(I). NBU ENTRIES, 6 ENTRIES
PER CARD FOR ENRICH(J).







































BURNUP(I). NBU ENTRIES, 6 ENTRIES
PERi CARD FOR ENRICH(J).
ISOTOP R (I,J,3)KG/MTM TOTAL PU CONTENT AS A FUNCTION OF
BURNU'P(I). NBU ENTRIES, 6 ENTRIES





















(I,J,4) -- FISSILE/(TOTAL PU) RATIO AS A
FUNCTION OF BURNUP(I) FOR ENRICH(J).
THE ORDER OF CARDS ARE ALL BURNUPS IN SEQUENCE
ON CARD(S) TO FORM A. SET. THEN EACH SET FOR
DIFFERENT ISOTOPIC INFORMATION (4 SETS) FOR
ENRICH(J) TO FORM A LARGER SET WHICH IS THEN REPEATED
FOR EACH ENRICHMENT. IF NOT ENTERED, DEFAULT
DATA WILL BE USED FROM FIT. DATA IS ONLY USED
FOR COST DATA SET PREPARATION.






(ONLY IF INFIT =1)
-- PCM TOTAL HFP XENON WORTH AT BOL
-- PCM TOTAL DOPPLER DEFECT HFP TO HZP
AT BOL.
-- PCM/PPM BORON WORTH AT BOL.R
R (1) DEG F HZP TEMPERATURE.
R (2) DEG F AVERAGE CORE HFP TEMPERATURE.
COFIT R (I) -- MODERATOR TEMPERATURE FIT PARAMETERS













































































-- SEARCH PARAMETER FOR CYCLE IS.
=1 SEARCH ON CYCLE BURNUP
=2 SEARCH ON NUMBER OF BPS
=3 DETERMINE EOL K EFF.
=10+J SEARCH ON ENRICHMENT FOR
FEED J IN CYCLE IS
-- SHUFFLE GENERATION OPTION
=0 INPUT SHUFFLE FOR THIS CYCLE
=-1 USE SHUFFLE FROM LAST CASE FOR
THIS CYCLE.
>0 GELNERATE SHUFFLE DATA AUTOMATICALLY
=1 ASSUME PERITHERAL FEED AND CENTER
ASSEMBLY FROM PREVIOUS CYCLE.
=2 ASSUME PERIPHERAL FEED AND CENTER
ASSEMBLY FROM CYCLE 1.
**** CYCLE DATA **** ALL OF THE- REMAINING DATA IS INPUT FOR EACH
CYCLE, THEN FOR THE NEXT CYCLE, ETC. THE
CYCLES SHOULD BE IN INCREASIdG ORDER.
ONE MUST START WITH CYCLE 1, BUT BOC
BURNUPS MAY BE ENTERED. NO CYCLE MAY BE
ELIMINATED FROM THE SEQUENCE, EXCEPT AT
THE END. THUS ANY NUMBER OF CYCLES UP TO
20 MAY BE RUN AND THEY MUST BE CONSECUTIVE.
CYCLE 21 IS AN EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE AND IS
SEPARATE FROM THE REST. THE CYCLE DATA






















































































-- NUMBER OF REGIONS IN CYCLE (<16)
-- NUMBER OF FEED REGIONS IN CYCLE.




19-21 IFEDGE I (IS) -- =0 INPUT THE EDGE DATA.
=-1 USE THE EDGE DATA FhOM THE
PREVIOUS CASE FOR THIS CYCLE.
>0 GENERATE EDGE DATA AUTOMATICALLY
=1 ASSUME A RING GEOMETRY IN THE
CORE FOR THE EDGE DATA.
=2 ASSUME A CHECKERBOARD GEOMETRY
FOR THE INTERIOR OF THE CORE.





R (IS) GWD/MT DESIRED (OR GUESSED) CYCLE BURNUP.
Ii (IS)
R (IS)
-- NUMBER OF BP RODS (OR GUESS) IN
CORE.
-- DESIRED END OF LIFE K EFF FOR CYCLE.
CAN BE VARIED TO CHANGE FOR EOL
BORON CONCENTRATION, COASTDOWN OR
EARLY SHUTDONN.
-- -- =1 IF BOC REGION BURNUPS ARE TO BE
ENTERED FOR THIS CYCLE.
=0 IF BOC REGION BURNUPS ARE TO BE
CALCULATED USING SHUFFLE DATA AND
EOC REGION BURNUPS FROM PREVIOUS
CYCLES.
=-1 IF PREVIOUS CASE BOC REGION

















































43-48 CAPFAC R (IS) PERCENT CAPACITY FACTOR FOR CYCLE, EXCLUDING
REFUELING SHUTDOWN.
49-54 CYTIM R (IS) DAYS CYCLE LENGTH, EXCLUDING SHUTDOWN.
ONLY 2 OF 3 (CYBU, CAPFAC, CYTIM)
NEED BE ENTERED. IF 3 ENTERED,
CYTIM IS RECALCULATED.
55-60 SDLEN R (IS) DAYS REFUELING SHUTDOWN LENGTH.



















































INPUT FOR EACH REGION IN CYCLE 1 OR JUST THE FEED
REGIONS FOR OTHER CYCLES. START WITH THE LOWEST








-- NUMBER OF FEED I (OR REGION I IN
CYCLE 1) ASSEMBLIES.
-- FUEL TYPE FOR FEED I (OR REGION I
-- IN CYCLE 1) CORRESPONDING TO INPUT
TABLE OF K INF. INTERPOLATION WILL
ONLY BE DONE WITH IDENTICAL FUEL
TYPES.
-- ID FOR FEED REGION 2. (IE. 5A,6PU).






ENRICHMENT OF FEED I IN CYCLE IS OR
ENRICHMENT OF REGION I IN CYCLE 1.









































*** REGION SIZE CARD (1
C






C **** SHUFFLE CARD (12I6)
C

















(I) MTM CYCLE IS OR REGION I IN CYCLE 1.
IF NOT ENTERED, SET TO ULOAD/NASS.
216) (ONLY IF ISiUF(IS)=O)
NUMBER OF ASSEMBLIES IN EACH REGION
STARTING WITH THE HIGHEST BURNUP
(INNERMOST) REGION. NREG(IS) ENTRIES,
12 PER CARD.
(ONLY IF ISHUF(IS)=0)
-- SHUFFLE INICIES SPECIFYING PREVIOUS
LOCATION OF EACH REGION(I) IN CYCLE
IS. VALUE OF FORM 100*K+L WHERE
K IS THE PREVIOUS CYCLE NUMBER AND
L IS THE REGION NUMBER IN THE CYCLE.
FOR A FEED REGION, K=0 AND L IS THE
FEED NUMBER (1,2, OR 3) NREG(IS)
ENTRIES, 12 PER CARD.
(1116) (ONLY IF IFEDGE(IS)=O)
-- -- REGION NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO DATA
ON THE WHOLE CARD.
(1,K)
(2,5)
( 1, K+ 1)
(2,K+1)
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE NUMBER OF EDGES
ADJOINING REGION JR IN CYCLE IS.
NEDGE(1,.) IS THE REGION NUMBER
ADJOINING REGION JR AND NEDGE(2,.)
IS THE NUMBER OF EDGES BETWEEN THEM.
FOR EDGES ON THE EXTERIOR, SET































































A COUNTER. ALSO ONLY NON-ZERO
NUMBER OF EDGES MUST BE ENTERED AND
ONLY ONE SET FOR EACH REGION PAIR.
5 PAIRS MAY BE ENTERED ON EACH CARD.
NOTE: LAST CARD WITH EDGE DATA SHOULD BE

















C **** BOC BURNUP CARD
C
(ONLY IF BP(IS) NE 0)
-- FRACTION OF BP RODS IN EACH REGION
I IN CYCLE IS. NREG(IS) ENTRIES,
12 ENTRIES PER CARD.
(12F6.2) (ONLY IF IBOC=1)
BOCBU t (IIS)GWD/MTM BOC REGION BURNUPS FOR CYCLE IS.
NREG(IS) ENTRIES, 12 ENTRIES / CARD.
END OF CYCLE (IS) DATA - REPEAT SET FOR NEXT CYCLE.
AFTER LAST CYCLE DATA SET, PUT A BLANK CARD.
CASES MAY BE STACKED DIRECTLY.
COMMON /TABLI/ NBU, NRICH, BURNUP (20),ENRICH (20) ,ITYPE (20) ,BIAS(20),
BPWRTHiT (20) ,CYBIAS
COMMON /10/ 105,106,107
COMMON /TABL2/ KINF(20,20),ISOTOP(2O,2O,6),POW FIS(20)
REAL KINFISOTOP
COMMON /BASIC/ TITLE(20),NASS,ANASS,NADIAM,NALPHAULOADHEIGHT,
BUDIfISOW,ALPfiAELIM (2), IHALPOWER, DEBUG
LOGICAL DEBUG


























































N FEED (21) ,NREG (21) ,CYLOAD (21) , CAPFAC (21) ,CYTIM(21) ,
SDLEN (21) ,IFitDGE(21)
NEDGE (2, 1000) ,IEDGE (21) ,NAREG(15,21) ,JSIIUF (15,21)
BPFRAC(15,21), BQCBU(15,21), EOCBU(15 ,21),
IDX REG (15,21),rNADI S( 15, 21)
C1RICH(10),C1TYPE(10),C1ID(10),C1LOAD(10),NAC1(10)
N AFEED (21, 3) , FTYPE (21, 3), FLOAD (21, 3) ,FR ICiH (21,3),
FID(21 ,3)
INTEGER FTYPE,CI.TYPE
COMMON /COST / IFCOST
COMMON /COEF / COFIT(11),TEMP
COMMON /LOOP/ NANWDLLA, DEL
DldMENS1UN IDUM (24) ,DUM (12)
DIME NSION B(10)
DATA BLANK / 311 /














CALL BOGOUT (8H1ALPHA ,A LPHA, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,2)
ANASS=NASS
150=1S





















































IF (NB.Le.0) GO TO 10
REJAD (105,904) (BURNUP(II),I=1,NB)
NBU =NB














IF (NR.EQ.0) GO TO 35









READ (105,906) (ITYPE(l),I=NR1, NRICH)



























































IF (ISO.NE. 1) GO TO 35
DO 30 I=NH1,NRICH
Du 30 L=1,6
























NihkG (IS) =IDUM (4)
(IDUM (I)
(IDUM (1)













































NFEED (IS) =lU)U M (5)
130C=IDUM(6)
IFEDGE (IS) =IDUH (7)
CYBU (IS)=DUM (1)
BP (IS) =DUI (2)
EOLK(IS)=DUH(3)
CAPFAC(IS)=DUH(4)
CYTIM (IS) =DUM (5)
SULLN (IS) =DUM (6)
IF (SDL.LN(IS).LQ.0.0) SDLEN(IS)=42.
IF (1IS.GT.1) GO To 50
N H=N REG (IS)
DO 45 I=1,NR
R EAD (105,909) NAC1 (I) ,C1TYPE (I), C1ID (I) ,IDUM(1),wC lICH (1) ,
C1LOAD(I)
IF (C1LOAD(I).Q.0.0) C1LOAD(I) =ULOAD/ANASS
C
































































IF (ISUUF(IS).NE.0) GO TO 65
IF (IS.EQ.1) GO TO 65











.EQ.-1) GO TO 105
GO TO 70
DO 68 J=IN4,IN2
NEDGL (1 ,J) =0
NELDGE (2,J) =0
CONTINUE
IF (IFELDGEd(IS).NE.0) GO TO 105
IN3=IEDGE(21)
READ (105,906) JR,(IDUM (I),I=1,10)






IF (IN+N.LL.IN2) GO TO 95
N=N-(IN2-IN)






















































90 IEDGE (J)=I EDG E (J) +N
95 CONTINUE
DO 100 J=1,9,2







CALL BUGOUT (8HIEDGE ,IEDGEI,21,2 1, 1-,1)
CALL BUGOUT(8HNEDGE ,NEDGE,1,2,2,1,IEDGE(21) ,1000,1)
IF (BP (IS). EQ.
HEAD (105,904)
110 CONTINUE







































ii' (IB0C.EQ.-1) GO TO 120
DO 115 1=1,15
115 OC3U0(1,IS)=0.0
IF (IBOC.NE.1) GO TO 120
HEAD (105,904) (BOCBU (1,1S),1=1,NR)
120 CONTINUE




















































SUBROUTINE PRsjP GEN.6RATES DEFAULT OR AUROMATED DATA AND SETUP
FOR PROBLEM EXECUTION
COMMON /TABL1/ NBUNRICHi3URNUP(20),ENRICH (20) ,ITYPE(20) ,BIAS(20),
BPWRTH(20) ,CYJBIAS
COMMON /10/ 105,I06,I07














BUDIF,ISO, W, ALPlHA, ELIM (2) , IHAL, POWi;RDEBUG
ISURCH(21) ,ISHUF(21) ,BP(21) ,CYBU(21) ,EOLK(21),
NFEED(21) ,NRG(21) ,CYLOAD(21),CAPFAC (21) ,CYTIM(21) ,
SDLEN(21) ,IFEDGE(21)
NEDG E(2,1O00) ,IEDGE(21),NAREG (15,21) ,JSHUF(15,21),
BPFRAC(15,21),0CBU(15,21),EOCBU(15,21),
IDXREG (15,21) ,NADIS (15,21)
C1RICH(10),C1TYPE(10),C1ID(10),C1LOAD(10),NAC1(10)








DATA NCDATA / 121, 12,
1 24*0 /


































































C SET UP CYCLE 1
NB=NREG (1)
DO 15 I=1,NR
NAREG (, 1) =NAC1 (I)
JSHIUF (II,1)=I



















































. EQ.0) GO TO 60
LE.0) GO TO 49
ICA=140D (IS HUF (I) + 1,2)
IF (JC1.GE.NC1) ICA=0
NF=NFEED(I)

































IF (NF.EQ.0) GO TO 36
vO 35 J=1,NF
JJ=NR-J+1










JSHUF (J1,I) =100* (I-1) +J2
IIDXREG (J1,I) =lIXREG (J2,I-1)




























































CALL BUGOUT(8BiIDXREG ,IDXREG,1,NR,15, I, 1,21,1)
60 CONTINUE
C SHUFFLE FOR EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE






N h-; N 1 4+ 1
N A=NA+N AFEED (21, I)
IF (NA.GE.NASS) GO TO 70
65 CONTINUE

















































1F (NR+I-1.LT.NREG(21))JSHUF (NR,21) =2100+NR+NF
NR=NR- 1





CALL BUGOUT(8ftJSHUF ,JSHUF,1,NR, 15,21,21,21,
CALL bUGOUT(8HIDXREG ,IDXREG,1,NR,15,21,21,21
90 CONTINUE






IF (JK.LT.100) GO TO 93
K=MOD(JK, 100)























































IF (ISURCH(iC).EQ.0) GO TO 500












C NUMBER OF EXTERIOR EDGES = N1
N1=4*NADIAd
C NUiBER OF ASSEMLLIES ON PERIPHERY N2
N2=NCDATA (3,JJJJ)
C NUMBER OF ASSE BLIES AT INSIDE CORNER OF PERIGHERY = N3
N3=NI-N2-4
C NUMBER OF PERIPHERAL ASSEMBLIES WITH 2 EDGES ON EXTERIOR N4
N4=N1-N2
C
C IDGE( ,17) - NO. ASSEBLIES WITH 2 EDGES ON PERIPHERY
C IDGE( ,ld) - NO. ASSEBLIES WITH I EDGES ON PERIPHERY
C IDGE( ,19) - NO. ASSEMBLIES ON INSIDE CORNER OF PERIPHERY
C IDGE( ,2U) - NO. OF EDGES USED SO FAR
C























































IF (NN.GT.0) GO TO 115
120 CONTINUE
CALL BUGOUT(8HIDGE-A ,IDGE,1,NR,15,16,20,20,1)











IF (NA.GT.0) GO TO 130
IR=IR-1
NA=NAleG(IR,IC)























































IF (NA.EQ.0) GO TO 140
IF (NN.GT.0) GO TO 135
140 CONTINUE
CALL BUGOUT(8HIDGE-C ,IDGE,,NR, 15, 1,NR,20,1)
CALL BUGOUT(8HIDGE-C ,IDGE,1,NR,15,16,20,20,1)
If (J1P.GT.11P) GO TO 150
NIN=IDGE(IlP,18)
NUSE=3*NIN-IDGE(I1P,20)+4*IDGE(I1P,17)-2*N3















JNEED=3*IDGE (JR, 18)-JN+4*IDGE(JR, 17)
161 NUSE=1I140(NEED,JNEED)
IDGE (IR,JR)=IDGE (IR,Jh) +NUSE
1DGiE (I R,20) =IDGE (IR,20) +NUSE
IDGE6(Jar,20)=IDGE(JR,20) +NUSE
IDGE (JR,IR)=IDGE (JR,IR) +NUSE
JNEED=JNEED-NUSE
NEED= N iED-NUSE
IF (IR.EQ.JH) GO TO 180











































IF (NEED.EQ.0) GO TO 170














CALL BUGOUT(8HIDGE-D rIDGE, 1,NR,15,16,20,20,1)
CALL BUGOUT(8HIDGE-D ,IDGE,1,NR,15,1,NR,20,1)





NA=NAH. G (JIC)-IDGE (J, 17)-IDGE(J, 18)
IF (NA.EQ.0) JIC=J
IF (NA.EQ.0) GO TO 190

















































IF (NN.EQ.0) GO TO 210
J R= N t
200 NA=4*IDGE (JR,17)+3*IDGE(Ji,18)+2*IDGE(JR,19)-IDGE(JR,20)










IF (NA.GT.1) GO TO 210
205 JR=JR-1
IF (IDG19(JRf,20).EQ.0) GO TO 210
GO TO 200
210 CONTINUE
CALL BUGOUT(8HIDGE-E ,L0GE, 1, NR, 15,1,NR,20, 1)
CALL bUGOUT(8RIDGE-E ,IDGE,1,NR,15,l6,20,20,1)
C ASSEM BLIES ON INTERIOR IN RINGS


















































NUSE= MI NO (NRING, NA)
NRING=NRING-NU SE
NA= NA-N USE
IF (KRING.GT.0) GO TO 2
Nt= MIN0 (NEI,4*NUSE)
IDGE (JR,JR) =DGE (JR,JR)





C PREVIOUS TIME FILLED LA





IDGE (JR,JR) =IDGE (JR,JR)
IDGt(Ji(,20) =ILGE (JR,20)
DO 225 J=1,JR






























































IDGE(Jil,20) =IDGE (JR,20) +NE2 +NE1
DO 235 J=1,JR






N K= N LK- N
235 CONTINUE
250 CONTINUE
CALL BUGOUT(8RIDGE-F ,IDGE, 1,NR, 15,1,NR,20,1)











IF (NA.GT.0) GO TO 215
260 CONTINUE
265 CONTINUE






IF (NA2.EQ.0) GO TO 280
270 If (NA1.GT.0) GO TO 275
JRJR +1














































































































N H = 1












K=IDGE (IkR, 17) +IDGE (IR, 18) +IDGE (l, 19)













IF (NSUM.GE.NP/2) GO TO 330



















IDGri(it,J H) =IDGE(IR,JR) +NUSE























































NL=4*NAREG (IR, LC) -IDGE (IR, 20)
A=NE









IDGE (IR,JR)=IDGE (IR ,JR) +NUSE
1DGE (I1R ,20) =IDGI;(IHr,20) +NUSE





CALL BUGOUT(8HIDGk1 -I ,IDGE, 1,NR, 15,16,20,20,1)
DO 390 It=1,NR
K=4*NAREG (IRIC)-IDGE (IR, 20)
I DGE3'(I i,1 R) =I DGE (IHR, IR) + K
390 CONTINUE






































































































































IF (IC.EQ.20) GO TO 525
K=100*IC+IR
00 520 JC=IC1,20
IF (ISURCH (JC) .EQ.0) GO TO 520
NH1=NREG(JC)
DO 515 JR=1,NR1

















NADIS (IR,21) =ADIS (IR,
I06,902) IR,IC














































C GENERATL ISOTOPIC DATA FROM FIT
C













IF (IERR.EQ.1) CALL EXIT
hETURN
901 FORMAT jlH,9X,48H*** ERROR, CAN NOT GENERATE EDGE DATA FOR A CORE,
1 6H WITH ,I3,16H ASSEMBLIES AND ,12,18H ASSEMBLIES ACROSS )
902 FORMAT(1H0,9X,47HERROR, bEGATIVE NUMBER OF ASSEMBLIES DISCHARGED ,

































SUBROUTINE INEDIT EDITS OUT BASIC INPUT DATA
COMMON /TABL1/ NBUNRICHBURNUP (20),ENRICII(20),ITYPE
BPWRTH (20) ,CYBIAS
COMMUN /10/ 105,106,I07
COiMMON /TABL2/ KINF (20,20) ,ISOTOP(20,20,6), POWFIS (20)
REAL KINFISOTOP






















I DI]REG(15, 21) , NADI S (15,2 1)







DATA NCASE / 0 /





W fITA (106,114) BWR
IF (IIIAL.GT.0) WRIT
If (IFCOST.GT.0) WR
, 4HU-35, 4H'PU /
S, NADIAd ,HEIGHT, ULOAD,POWER
LPHA,ELIMBUDIF,CYBIAS






































































































.,F6.3, 4H W/0 /

























































1OX,24HiBURNUP VARIATION PARAM..,F6.3,8H GWD/MTM /
10X,24HCYCLE BlAS FACTOR ....... ,F6.3)
(1H0,9X,33HA HALING CALCULATION WILL BE USED )
(1H0,9X,32HFUEL COST DATA WILL BE GENERATED )




(1HO,9X,6HBURNUP,3X,4HBIAS,4X,7HBP WRTH,15X,5HK EFF /)
(8XF8.3,F7.4,F11.2,8F10.5)
(3uX,15hSOTOPIC DATA (,A4,30H) VERSUS BURNUP AND ENRICHMENT
//)
(18X, 15F8.3)
(10X,F8. 3, 15F8. 4)
T (1lH0, 9X,24HBORON WORTH.......~......,F6.1,8H PCM/PPM /
10X,24HDOPPLER DEFECT..........,F6.0,4H PCM /
















































































SDLEN (21) ,IFEDGE (21)
NEDG.E(2, 1000) ,IEDG.E(21) ,NAREG(15,21),JSHUF(15,21)
BPFRAC(15,21),BOCBU(15,21),EOCBU(15,21),
IDXRLG(15,21) ,NADIS(15,21)










(ISURCH(IC).EQ.0) GO TO 100
IN1=1



















































A=NEDGr, (2 ,1) *0.25
JR=K/100
Ii=6OD (K, 100)
IF (K.EQ.0) GO TO 15
IF (JR.EQ.0) GO TO 10










*= ID X REG (I[,I C)
JR=MO D(K,100)
JC=K/100







itEGE (IR) =C 1RIC H(JR)
IRtTY PE (Ih)=C 1TYPE (JRi)















































IF (IS.La,.10) GO TO 45
K=100*IC+IS-10
DO 40 IR=1,NR
IF (IDXRhG(IRIC). EQ.K) iS=10+IR
40 CONTINUE
45 CONTINUE
CALL CYCALC (IS,CYL3U (IC) ,EOLK (IC) ,BP(IC),NR, REGBUREGEIRTYPE,
1 NAREG(1,IC),RFRAC,BPFRAC(1,IC)RLOAD)
IF (IS.LE.10) GO TO 50
JS=ISURCH (IC) -10











IF (ISURCiH(JC).EQ.0) GO TO 60
DO 55 JR=1,N1
IF (JSHUF (JR,JC).NE.K) GO TO 55
iF (130CBU(JR,JC).GT.0) GO TO 55























































COMMON /BASIC/ TITLE (20) ,NASSANASSNADlAM, NALPHA,ULOAD, IEIGHT,
BUDIF, ISO, W,AL PHA,t.LIM (2) , IIALPOWER,DEBUG
LOGICAL DEBUG
COM MON /CYiDAT/ ISURCH(21) ,ISHUF(21)oBP(21),CYBU(21) ,EOLK(21) ,
NFLE.D(21),NREG(21),CYLOAD(21),CAPFAC(21),CYTIM(21),
SDLEN(21),IFE.DGE(21)




COMMON /FEED / NAFEED(21,3),?FTYPE(21,3),FLOAD(21,3),FRICH(21,3),
FID (21, 3)
INTEGER FTYPE,C1TYPE
COMMON /COST / IFCOST
COMMON /COEF / COFIT(11),TEMP(2),BWRTHDPWRTHXEWRTH
COMMON /EDGE/ RFRAC(15,20)





























































































5 PSHAR (1)=1.0 EQC 0037
IN1=IEDGE(20) *1 EQC 0038
IN2=IEDGE(21) EQC 0039
DO 205 I=1,16 EQC 0040
Do 205 J=1,15 EQC 0041
205 hFRAC(JI)=0.0 EQC 0042
10 CONTINUE EQC 0043
ITEH=ITER+ 1 EQC 0044
IF (ITER.GT.50) GO TO 400 EQC 0045
JITLR=U EQC 0046
15 CONTINUE EQC 0047
JITLR=JITER+1 EQC 0048
IF (JITER.GT.50) GO TO 400 LQC 0049
20 CONTINUE EQC 0050
SUi=0.0 EQC 0051
Do 25 JR=1,NR EQC 0052
25 lNDhX(JR)=0 EQC 0053
NN=0 EQC 0054
30 CONTINUE EQC 0055 00
DO 50 JR=1,NR EQC 0056
IF (INDEX(JR).GT.0) GO TO 50 EQC 0057
If (JSHUF(JRv,21).GE.100) GO TO 35 EQC 0058
JF=JSH UF (JR, 21) EQC 0059
NN=NN+1 EQC 0060
INDEX (JH) =1 EQC 0061
v LOAD (JR)=F LOAD (21,,JF) EQC 0062
G (Ji)=FRICH (21,JF) EQC 0063
SU M= SUM+RLOAD (JR) *NAREG (JR ,2 1) EQC 0064
RTYPE (JR) =FTYPh (21,JF) EQC 0065
REGBU(J it) =0.0 EQC 0066
L0CBU (JR,21)=0.0 EQC 0067
EOC u (Jf,21) =PSHIAR (JR)*CYBU(21) EQC 0068
GO TO 50 EQC 0069
35 CONTINUE EQC 0070
JK=JSHUF (JR,21) EQC 0071
N=&OD(JK, 100) EQC 0072






£iRGBU (KR) =CYBU (21) *PSHAR (N) +REGBU (N) -BUDIF*FRAC EQC 0079
BOCBU (KR, 21)=REGBU (KR) EQC 0080
RTY)E (KR)=RTYPtE(N) EQC 0081
EOCBU (KR,21)=REGBU(KR) +CYBU(21) *PSHAR (KR) EQC 0082
REGE (KR)=REGE (N) EQC 0083
RLOAD(KRit) =RLOAD(N) EQC 0084
SUM=SU*ilLOAD (KR) *NAREG (KR,21) EQC 0085
50 CONTINUL EQC 0086
IF (NN.LT.NR) GO TO 30 EQC 0087
CYLOAD (21) =SUM EQC 0088
SUk'=ANASS/SUM EQC 0089
DO 55 JR=1,INR EQC 0090
PFiiAC (Jh,JR) =0.0 EQC 0091
55 RLOAD (JR)=SUM*RLOAD (JR) EQC 0092
DO 215 I=IN1,IN2 EQC 0093
K=NEDGE(1,1) EQC 0094
A=NEDGE (2,I) *0.25 EQC 0095
JR=K/100 EQC 0096
1R=dOD (K, 100) EQC 0097
IF (K.EQ.0) GO TO 215 EQC 0098
IF (JR.EQ.0) GO TO 210 EQC 0099
RFRAAC(JR,IR)=A/NAREG(JR,21) EQC 0100
RkRAC (IRJR) =A/NAREG (IR,21) EQC 0101
GO TO 215 EQC 0102
210 RFRAC(IR,16)=A/NAREG (IR.21) EQC 0103
215 CONTINUE EQC 0104
EIGEN=EOLK (21) EQC 0105




PSHAR (JR)L=REGBU(JR)-BOCBU (JR , 21)





DIF=AMAX1 (DIF, ABS (EOCBU (JR,2 1) -REGBU (JR)))
65 PSHAR (JR)=SUM*PSHAR(JR)
IF (DIF.GT.0.01) GO TO 15
IF (IS.GT.10) GO TO 100
GO TO (70,80,90), IS
70 CONTINUE
IF (ITER.GT.1) GO TO 75










IF (ABS(CYBU(21)-OLD).LT.O.001) GO TO 150
GO TU 10
80 CONTINUE
IF (ITLR.GT.1) GO TO 85



















































































SLOPE= (BP (21) -OLD)/ (EIlGEN-OLDK) EQC 0145
OLDK=EIGEN EQC 0146
OLD=BP(21) EQC 0147
BP (21) =BP (21) -SLOPE* (EIGEN-E0LK (21)) EQC 0148
IF (ABS(BP(21)-OLD).LT.1.0) GO TO 150 EQC 0149
GO TO 10 EQC 0150
EQC 0151
90 CONTINUE EQC 0152
LULK(21) =EIGEN EQC 0153
GO TO 150 EQC 0154
100 CONTINUE EQC 0155
Js=IS-10 EQC 0156
If (ITER.GT.1) GO TO 105 EQC 0157
OLD=FRICH (21,JS) EQC 0158
OLDK=ElGEN EQC 0159
FRICH (21, JS) =FRICH(21, JS) +0. 05 EQC 0160
GO TO 10 EQC 0161
105 CONTINUE EQC 0162
SLO Ph= (FR ICH (2 1, JS) -OLD)/ (EIGEN-OLDK) EQC 0163
OLDK=EIGEN EQC 0164
OLD=FRl.CH(21,JS) EQC 0165
Fi ICd (21,JS)=FRICH (21,JS) -SLOPE* (EIGEN-EOLK (21)) EQC 0166
FRlCi (21,JS)=AMA X1 (ELIM (1),AMIN i(ELIM (2),FRICH(21,JS))) EQC 0167
It (AUBS(FRICH(21,JS)-OLD).LT.0.001) GO TO 150 EQC 0168
GO TO 10 EQC 0169
C EQC 0170
400 CONTINUE EQC 0171
WalTE (106,101) EQC 0172
c EQC 0173
C ENO OF iTERATION EQC 0174
C EQC 0175
150 CONTINUE EQC 0176
2OLK (21)=EIGEN EQC 0177














SUBROUTIN. CYCALC(IS,CYBUEOLKBP,NREG,REGBU,REGE,IiITYPE,NAREG, CYC 0001
1 RFRACBPFRAC, RLOAD) CYC 0002
C CYC 0003
C SUBROUTINE CYCALC - INDlVIDUAL CYCLE CALCULATION WITH OPTIONAL CYC 0004
C SEARCH CYC 0005
C CYC 0006
C IS SEARCH PARAMLTER CYC 00'07
C =1 CALCULATE CYCLE BURNUP CYC 0008
C =2 CLACULATE BP PENALTY CYC 0009
C =3 CALCULATVE EOL K CYC 0010
C =10+J CALCULATE FEED ENRICHMENT FOR REGION J CYC 0011
C CYBU CYCLE BURNUP DESIRED OR RETURNED AS CALCULATED CYC 0012
C EOLK EOL K DESIRED OR RETURNED AS CALCULATED CYC 0013
C REGBU(15) IN AS BOL REGION BURNUPS, OUT AS EOL BURNUPS CYC 0014
C REGE(15) REGION ENRICHMENTS CYC 0015
C IRTYPE(15) REGION FUEL TYPE CYC 0016
C NAREG(15) NUMBER OF ASSEMBLILS IN EACH REGION CYC 0017
C RFRAC(15,16) FRACTION OF EDGES ADJACENT TO EACH REGION **** CYC 0018
C **** DESTROYED IN ROUTINE ***** CYC 0019
C BP NUMBER OF BURNABLE POISON RODS CYC 0020
C NREG NUMBER OF REGIONS CYC 0021
C BPFRAC(15) FRACTION OF BP RODS IN EACH REGION CYC 0022
C hLOAD(15) REGION LOADINGS CYC 0023
C CYC 0024
COMMON /TABL1/ NBUNRICHBURNUP(20),ENRICH(20),ITYPE(20),oBIAS(20), CYC 0025
1 BPWRTH(20) ,CYBIAS CYC 0026
COMMON /10/ 105,106,107 CYC 0027
COMMON /TABL2/ KINF (20,20) ,ISOTUP (20,20,6) ,POWFIS (20) CYC 0028
REAL KINFISOTOP CYC 0029
COMMON /BASIC/ TITLE(20),NASS,ANASSNADIA,NALPHAULOADHEIGHT, CYC 0030
1 UUDIF,ISO,W,ALPHAELIM(2),IHALPOWERDEBUG CYC 0031
LOGICAL DEBUG CYC 0032
COhMON /CYCL1/ C1RICH(10),C1TYPE(10),C1ID(10),C1LOAD(10),NAC1(10) CYC 0033
COMdON /FEED / NAFEED(21,3),FTYPE(21,3),FLOAD(21,3),FRICH(21,3), CYC 0034
1 FID(21,3) CYC 0035
INT;EGER FTYPE,C1TYPE CYC 0036
COM1ON /COST / IFCOST









SION REGBU(15) ,REGE (15) ,IRTYPE (15) ,NAREG(15) RFRAC(15








IF (IS.GT. 10.AND.REGE(JS) .L
CALL BUGOUT(8fHREGE ,REG E













IF (ITiAR.GT.50) GO TO 140
DO 20 I=1,NREG
REGBU1 (I) =REGBU (I)
20 CONTINUE
CYB=0.0





, 1,NREG, 15, 1,1,1,2)
U, 1,NEG,15,1, 1, 1,2)
C, 1,N REG, 15, 1,NREG, 16,2)
C, 1, NREG,15, 16, 16, 16,2)























































































AKiNF=AKINF-BP*BPFRAC(I) *BPK/NAREG (I) +PPM
DO 30 J=1,NHEG
A (I,J) =RFRAC (IJ) *AKINF/AKB
30 CONTINUE
CALL SOLVE(ABEIGENd,NREG)
IF (BWRTH.EQ.0.0) GO TO 34
DIF=LIGEN-1.000






B (I)=B(I)*TEiP (REGBU1(I),REGE(I) ,IiTYPE(I),POWFIS, 2, AKBI,BPK)
B (I)=B (I)/RLOAD(I)





PSH ARE (i)=B (1)/SUM
BSHARE (I,NBBU) =PSHARE (I)
REGBU1 (I) =REGBU1 (1) +DELB*PSHARE (I)
40 CONTINUE
IBU (N13BU) =CYB



































































IF (ITiRd.GT.50) GO TO 140
DO 230 I=1,NREG


























































PSHARE (I) =B (I) /SUM
BSHAE (IK)=PSHARE (I)




B K2FF (1) =EIGEN '.
IF (DIFH.GT.0.001) GO TO 225
250 CONTINUE
IF (IS.GT.10) GO TO 90
GO TO (60,70,80), IS
60 CONTINUE
SEARCH ON CYCLE BURNUP











IF (ABS(CYBU-OLD).LT.0.001) GO TO 150
GO TO 15
70 CONTINUE
SEAiiCii ON BP PENALTY


















































































OLDK= EIGEN CYC 0182
B3P=BP-SIGN(AMN1(2000.,ABS(DIF)),DIF) CYC 0183
GO TO 15 CYC 0184
75 COATINUE CYC 0185
SLOPE= (BP-OLD)/(ElGEN-OLDK) CYC 0186
OLDK=LIGEN CYC 0187
OLD=BP CYC 0188
BPl=B2-SLOPE* (EIGEN-EOLK) CYC 0189
IF (ABS(BP-OLD).LT.1.0) GO TO 150 CYC 0190
GO TO 15 CYC 0191
80 CONTINUE CYC 0192
c CYC 0193
C CALCULATE EOLK CYC 0194
C CYC 0195
EOLK=EIGEN CYC 0196
GO TO 150 CYC 0197 H
90 CONTINUE CYC 0198 0
C CYC 0199
C SEARCH 014 ENTICHMENT CYC 0200
C CYC 0201
IF (ITER.GT.1) GO TO 95 CYC 0202
OLD=.EGE (JS) CYC 0203
OLDK=EIGEN CYC 0204
8lG GE (JS) =8EGE (JS) +0. 10 CYC 0205
GO TO 15 CYC 0206
95 CONTINUE CYC 0207
SLOPi= (REGE (JS)-OLD)/(EIGEN-OLDK) CYC 0208
OLDK=EIG.EN CYC 0209
OLD=REGE (JS) CYC 0210
liLGE (JS) =REGE (JS) -SLOPE* (EIGEN-EOLK) CYC 0211
LGL(JS)=AMAX1(ELIM (1),AMIN1 (ELIM(2),iREGE(JS))) CYC 0212
-I (ABS (iEGE (JS) -OLD) .LT.0.001) GO TO 150 CYC 0213
GO TO 15 CYC 0214
C CYC 0215
c END OF iTERATION LOOP CYC 0216
C CYC 0217
140 CONTINUE CYC 0218
WRITE (106, 101) ISCYBUEOLK CYC 0219
150 CONTINUE CYC 0220
EOLK=EIGEN CYC 0221
DO 155 .1=1,NREG CYC 0222
REGBU (I) =REGBU1 (I) CYC 0223
155 CONTINUE CYC 0224
RETURN CYC 0225
C CYC 0226
101 FORMAT (1HO,10X,j1HCYCLE -ITERATION FAILED, SEARCH=,12,411 BU=,F9.0, CYC 0227





EDITS OUT CYCLE INFORMATION
COMMON /TABL1/ NBU,NRICHIBURNUP(20),ENRICU(20) ,ITYPE(20),BIAS(20),


















/CYDAT/ ISURCH (21),lISHUF (21),BP (21),CYBU(21),EOLK(21),
NFEED(21) ,NREG (21) ,CYLOAD(21) ,CAPFAC(21) ,CYTIM(21),




/CYCL1/ C 1RICH (10),rC 1TYPE ( 10),sC 1ID (10),sC 1LO AD (10), NAC 1(10)














, 4HNU. , 3HBPS, 4HEOL







































































































(EOCBU (I, IC) I=1, NR)
(I, 1= 1, NR)



















































K=MOD (JK, 10 0)
IF (JK.EQ.0) GO TO 35
IF (J.EQ.0) GO TO 30
Im AL (J, K) =NEDGE (2,#1)























































103 FORMIAT(1H0,291,18HBURNUP............,F7.3,8H GWD/HTM /
1 30X,18UlEFPfi..............,F7.0,6ii HOURS /
2 30X,18HCYCLz TIME........,F7.1,5H DAYS /
3 30X,18HSHUTDOWN LENGTH...,F7.1,5i DAYS /
3 30X,18ICAPACITY FACTOR...,F7.1, 8H PERCENT /
4 30l,18HEOL KEFF..........,F7.4 /
5 30Xi8HNUMBER OF BPS.....,F7.0 /
6 30x,18HiLOADING...........,F7.3, 4H MTM )
104 FORMAT (1H0,37X,10HBATCH DATA / 30X,1518)
105 FORMAT(10X,10X,10lHENRICHMENT,15F8.3)
o0
106 FURMAT (10X,1X,1HFJEL TYPE ,1518)
107 FORMAT(10X,10X,10HBP FRAC. ,15F8.3)
108 FORMAT(10X,10X,10iASSEMBLIES, 158)
109 FURMAT (20X,1OHDISCHARGED, 1518)
110 FORM AT (20X, 10HSOUR CE-CR,15I:8)
111 FORMAT(20X,10HREGION ID ,15(4XA4))
112 Fi0MAT(20X,1l0Hb0C BURNUP,15F8.3)
113 FORMAT(20Xl,0HE0C BURNUP,15F8.3)
114 FORMAT(1H0,37X,1a4HDBPLETl0N DATA /10X,1OHBOS bURNUP,4X,5HK EFF ,
1 1X,1518)
115 FURMAT(10X,F10.3,F10.4,8F8.3)






































COMMON /FEED / NAFEED(21,3),FTYPE(21,3),FLOAD(21,3),FRICH(21,3),
FID(21,J)
INTLGEA FTYPE,C1TYPE
COMMON /COST / IFCOST
















50,0.00001, 1.80 /, ESP / .001 /
(I) =1.0/N
(I))=B (I) /SuM

































































B1 (I) =3N (I) /SUM
DIFF=DMAX1(DIFDABS(BN(I)-B(I)))
CDC DIFF=AMAX1(DIF, ABS(BN (I)-B(I)))
40 CONTINUE
IF (DIF. LE. ESP.A4D. DABS (EIGEN-SUM) .LE. EPS)
CDC IF (DIF.LZ.hSFJ.AND. ABS(EIGEN-SUM).LE.EPS)
EIGEN=SUM
DO 45 I1,N
IF (N.L".5) GO TO 42






IF (DEBUG) WRI.TE (106,101) ITEREIGEN






















































C SUBROUTINE RGEDIT - EDITS OUT REGION DISCHARGE SUMMARY
C










COMMON /CYDAT/ ISURCH(21), IS HUF(21),BP(21), CYBUJ(21), EOLK(21),




IDXREG (15,21) ,NADIS (15,21)
COMMON /CYCL1/ C1RICH (10),C1.TYPE(10),C1ID(10),C1LOAD(1Q),NAC1(10)
COMMON /FEED / NAFEED(21,3),FTYPE(21,3),FLOAD(21,3),FRICH(21,3),
FID (21,3)
INTEGLR FTYPE,C1TYPE
COMMON /COST / IFCOST
COMMON /COEF / COFIT(11),
DIMLNS1ON BBU (10) ,NAB (10)




























































IF (IC.EQ. 1) GO TO 15
FRlCH=FltICHi(ICIF)
ITYP=FTYPI (IC,IF))










IF (ISURCH(JC).EQ.0) GO TO 10
NR=NiEG (JC)
DO 5 JR=1,Ni'
IF (IDXREG(JRJC).NE.IDX) GO TO 5










BSU M=DIS3U*NAB (NB) +BSU M
UBU (NB)=TERP(DISBU,F.iCH,
EbU (Na)=TLRP (DISBUFRCH,
PUBU (Nd) =TE-iP (D)ISBUFRCH,
TBU (NB)=0.0






































( 1. 0-FR AC)
ITYP,ISOTOP (1,1,1) ,0,KBBP)
ITYP,ISOTOP(1, 1,2),1,KKBBP)
ITYP,130OTO P(1, 1,03),11, KB, BP)
0









IF (JK.GT.K) GO TO 70













IF (NB.LE.1) GO TO 35
DO 30 IB=2,NB









YP,NAF, BSUM, ICB(1),NAB (1) , BBU (1)
(1)
BU(IB),TBU(IB),UIBU(IB) ,EBU (IB),
101 FO1RAT(48X,14HREGION SUMMARY //10X,6HREGION,2X,13[FEED IN CYCLE,
1 2X,20ENRICH TYPE ASMBLY,2X,6HDIS BU,3X,5HCYCLE,2X,








































102 FOR M4AT (1HO0, 10X,A4,4X,12,7XI2,4X, F5.3, 3XI2,4XI3, 4XF6.3,4XI2,
1 IX, 3,4XF6.3,F8.0,3F8.4)
103 FOR M AT (65XI2,X,I3,4X,F6. 3, F8.J, 3F8. 4)
c
END
RGED0109
RGEDO 110
RGED01 11
RGED01 12
RGED0113
C
